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CHAPTER ONE ~ INTRODUCTION 
.. 
--
CHAPrER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose 
/ 
The purpose of this thesis is to construct a Workbook for the 
enrichment of English vocabulary in Grades 11 and 12 through use 
of French cognate forms. 
\ Source and Justification 
Because the teaching of vocabular,y is an essential element in 
communication and necessary for the improvemerrb in the student's use 
of the language, the writer as a teacher of both French and English 
is acutely aware of the paucity of such/material for classroom use. 
This is an attempt to meet the need for such material for her own 
classes and possibly for others in this situation. 
I 
Scope and Limitations 
This workbook is based on 180 words compiled by the writer after 
consulting: a) the latest (1936) edition of A Combined Word List by 1/ - --
Buckingham and Dolch; b) the latest (1944) edition of The Teachers 2/ --
Word Book by Thorndike and Lorge; c) the editors of Scott Foresman 
and Company in New York in a personal interview. According to this 
research there is no isolated list of French cognates in English use. 
1/Bertha Buckingham, E. W. Dolch, -!_ Combined vJord List, Ginn and Co., 
Boston, 1936. 
2/E. L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, A Teachers Word Book, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, New York, 1944.- ---- ----
---
~• 
This list is built on observation of unchanged French cognates 
The definitions are those of the Thorndike • Barnhart High School 
1/ 
Dictionacy(in the main body_, not in a separate section of foreign words 
and phrases) and the Brownstein & Weiner, How to Prepare for College 2/ -- : -
Entrance Examinations.- The words are the same as those in Heath's 
J/ 
New French Dictionary.-
The definitions of the Thorndike • Barnhart Dictionary were used 
because: 
nthe editors have been able to arrange definitions in the 
order of frequency rather than in the order of their 
development in the language ••• Through the semantic 
counts we have been enabled to concentrate our efforts 
on those particular meanings of each word which will 
most probably be found in the reading matter of the high 
school student •11]±/ 
. 
The writer's list does not purport_, by any means_, to contain the 
whole list of unchanged French cognates. In words such as soupqon_, 
garyon_, ~lite_, and outr~_, the first choice of spelling in the Diction-
ary retains the orthographical marks, whereas_, in some instances, such 
as in m~lte, soirte, evacute, the first choice is wit~out accents and 
the second vrith them. This list has retained the second choice in the 
latter in order to keep the word completely unchanged;for the benefit 
o£ students studying both English and French vocabularies. 
1/E. L. Thorndike, Clarence L. Barnhart, Thorndike • ~arnhart High School 
Dictionary_, Scott Foresman and Company_, New York_, 1952, p. 6. 
2/Samuel C. Brownstein, l'fitchell Weiner, How to Prepare for College 
Entrance Exruninations, Barron 1 s Educational Series, Inc. Great Neck, N.Y. 1954 • 
J/Ernest A. Baker, Editor, Heath's New French and English Dictionary, D. C. 
Heath & Company, Boston and New York, 1932. -- · 
J±l Op • Cit • E. L. Thorndike, Clarence L. Barnhart • 
--
Those who will benefit most from this vocabulary list are pupils 
who are taking or hope to take French. Although these exercises are 
untested~ they have been used in the writer's French and English 
classes and were received with great enthusiasm; and it is hoped that 
they may be tested very soon. 
Definitions 
Terms used in this paper are defined as follows:--
Cognate: a speech sound formed in the same, way as 
another sound but differing in the presence 
or absence of voice1/ -
Context: the textual material in Which a particular 
word, phrase~ or statement is found ~/ 
Context Clue: suggestions as to the meaning of a word 
Procedure 
".", gained from the words immediately adjacent 
in a phrase~ clause, or other context, or 
found in the same general setting, such 
as a sentence or paragraph 2/ 
The Workbook consists of sixteen lessons and exercises for improv-
ing the vocabulary of students in the English and/ or French classes of 
a senior-high school. A Pre-Test is given based on the words of 
Lessons I through IV, V through VIII, IX through XI, XII through XVI 
and a Final Test at the conclusion of the Workbook. Each lesson, 
arranged in sequence of difficulty of vocabulary and textual material has:--
l. the definitions of a minimum of six words or a maximum of 
eighteen words. 
l/Carter V. Good, Editor, Dictionary of Education, McGraw-Hill Book Co. ~ 
Inc. New York, l94), p. 82. --
~/Ibid p. 95 
.2_/Ibid p. 7 9 
-.~ 
,; 
--· 
2. an illustrative sentence clarifying the meaning of 
each word 
3. one or more practice exercises for the use of the 
new vocabulary. 
A Bonus Question or Suggestions for Further Application is in 
Lessons I, III, IV, V, VII, IX, XI, XIV, XV, XVI. The Final Bonus 
Question uses words not taught in these lessons in order to test 
pupils' interest in and awareness of cognates. 
The selections in each lesson deal with advertising, ballet, 
civilization, gifts, hotels, literary criticism, magazines, restau-
rants, school activities, sports, society, style, and miscellaneous 
material of interest to students. As an oblique reinforcement to 
reading skill, the words are used in the seven most popular types of 
context clues: 
l. Definition 
2. Experience 
J. Comparison and Contrast 
4. Synonyms 
5. Familiar Expressions or Language Experience 
6 • Summary 
7. Reflection of moods or situation t} 
A master word list of 200 cognates contains all the words taught 
in the lessons as well as the twenty used in the Final Bonus Question. 
l/Constance M. McCullough, Ruth M. Strang, Arthur E. Traxler, Problems in 
the Improvement of Reading, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1946, 
p:-269-270. --
CH.APr:ER TWO - REVIE'W" OF R.:lliEARCH 
--
CHAPrER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
The importance of the role of communication in our lives today cannot 
be overemphasized. The complex civilization of which we are a part neces-
sitates everyone 1 s being aware of the four methods of communication in the 
Language Arts: reading, writing, speaking, and listening. The ability to 
use language correctly and accurately is.more vital than heretofore. 
11The War Years and the trying days of adjustment in which 
the world still finds itself have stimulated a growing aware-
ness of effective communication in the affairs of men. The 
times have put a premium upon ability to express oneself 
clearly and often with vigor, to sense the other fellow 1 s mode 
of thinking, to think straight oneself, and to exercise criti-
cal judgment in regard to what others say ••.• This awareness 
is reflected in the life of the school. The heart of actual 
communication of ideas ••• so many ideas to be communicated, 
so many social and learning problems to be attacked, and 
therefore, a very real need to think straight, to read with 
comprehension, to spell correctly, and to use language ap-
propriately, precisely and effectively. 11 y 
The major purposes of American education according to The Commission 
2/ 
on the English Curriculum are:-
l. Cultivation of satisfying and wholesome personal lives. 
2. Development of the social sensitivity and effective participation 
in the life of the local community, the nation, and the world. 
3. Preparatio:Q. for vocational competence. 
l/Dora V. Smith, rtTrends in the Teachi!').g of Language Arts, 11 Children and the 
Language Arts, edited by Virgil E. Herrick, Leland B. Jacobs, frentice-Hall, 
Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, p. 3. 
~/The English Language .A..rts, Commission on the English Curriculum, National 
Council of Teachers of English, Dora V. Smith, Director, Appleton-Century-
Crafts, Inc., New York, 1952, p. 6-7· 
7 
• 
The program in the Language Arts must help each individual grow as a 
person and contribute to the group as well as prepare them for the future. 
In order to achieve these goals, students must learn to use language as an 
effective instrument of thought, expression, and communication. According 
1/ 
to Smith- they should learn: 
a. to gather facts and to examine them 
b. to clarify their confused impressions of facts into straight 
thinking 
c. to organize their ideas.clearly for adequate communication 
to others 
d. to develop a sense of security in their own use of the language 
e. to understand and be able to use sentences and paragraphs 
f. to develop a respect for words 
g. to learn how to use them effectively 
h. to learn how to increase their vocabularies to make their 
meanings precise 
i. to understand the normal processes of linguistic change and 
the necessity of adapting their own use of it to varied situa-
tions and circumstances. 
In short, it is an individual, personal problem for each to develop 
his own abilities in the field of reading, writing, sp~aking, and listen-
ing. An effective program in American education must provide opportuni-
ties in experiences and activities to assist in the development of these 
abilities. 
The importance of reading and literature in the total language-arts 
2/ 
program is stressed by the Committee on the English Curriculum.-Each one 
,!/Commission on English Curriculum Op. Cit. p. 8. 
_g/Ibid p. 8 • 
I 
i Le 
I 
I 
i 
of the ten outcomes indicate the importance of reading skills in the de-
velopment of intelligent citizens in a democracy. Reading and literature 
assist in promoting development of people intellectually, socially, per-
sonally, emotionally. The reading of literature can help them· to under-
stand motivations and attitudes, strengths and weaknesses of other peoples. 
Literature is the chief source of understanding, and understanding of the 
future is an ultimate aim of all learning. 
Reading is a part of the total development of each individual and is 
influenced by his personal experiences and activities whether casual or 
planned. 
11Reading is many-sided. It is a visual task involving 
sensation and perception. Reading is a psychological process. 
It involves fusing symbols with their meanings to comprehend 
an author 1 s thoughts. Reading is a complex and unique expe-
rience involving the organism as a whole. 11 y 
It is a patter:n of activities which varies with the reader's purpose 
and the kind of material which he is reading. Reading is one of several 
means of learning. It is an avenue of communication related to looking, 
talking, listening, and writing, which complement each other in many ways. 
Clarity, ease, and effectiveness in speech and writing are other means 
by which the goals of teaching communication can be realized. Meaningful 
" experiences and activities in these areas are necessary for the student to 
fulfill the purposes of education. 
"Habits and abilities developed in oral work will appear 
in written work with increasing vividness and clarity; and the 
teacher w~ll find very soon that several phases of,oral and 
written work are combined in various activities and that t9 some 
extent growth in both proceeds simultaneously. 11_g/ 
l/Ruth Strang, Constance McCullough, Arthur~ E. Traxler, Problems in the 
Improvement of Reading, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1955, p. 62:-
2/Willard F. Tidyman, Marguerite Butterfield, Teaching the Language Arts, 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1951, p. 148. 
',( 
--
The world in which we live places more emphasis on the spoken word 
through radio and television than in the past. The need to listen and 
weigh is of vital importance to the student's understanding and social 
adjustment. LaBrant says: 
ttA sound program for the teaching of listening, suited to 
the times, must be evolved by teachers • tt J:/ 
Listening too involves the whole person as does reading.' The impact 
of the spoken word can and does produce changes in the listener. 
11The role of the listener is an interpretive one. He 
takes the word symbols and interprets them in the light of his 
own personal experiences. He translates the oral symbols into 
known concepts or revises those concepts by the addition of new 
elements or a rearrangement of the old.u '];./ 
Communication has many facets: people speak and listen, and write and 
read. One of the basic tools of communication is words. The question 
arises: Of what importance is vocabulary and the enrichment of it in the 
Language-Arts Program? O'Sullivan says: 
nvocabulary is an essential for real comprehension in 
reading, writing, speaking, and listening, upon which is de-
pendent the student's success in practically every phase of 
life. 11 2./ 
To achieve real comprehension,a man must have the tools and as many 
of them to better understand himself and the world about hLrn. World 
government and mass media have made us aware of the increases importance 
of the use of Language in our lives. 
}:_/Lou LaBrant, We Teach English, Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York, 1951, p. 189. 
3/Miriam Wilt, ttChildren' s Experiences in Listening, 11 Children and the 
Language Arts, Virgil E. Herrick, Leland B. Jacobs, Prentice-Hall, Inc.:, 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1955, p. 147. 
J/Elizabeth O'Sullivan, 11A Summary of Research on the Hethods of Teaching 
Vocabulary in the Secondary Schools, 11 Unpublished Master 1 s Service Paper, 
Boston University, 1949. 
--· ttToday, the public is aware, perhaps to an unprecedented degree, of the role of verbal communication in human affairs. 
This awareness arises partly, of course, out of an urgency of 
the tension everywhere existing between nation and nation, class 
and class, individual and individual in a world that is changing 
with fantastic rapidity. It arises too out of the lmowledge on 
the part even of the least reflective elements and the popula-
tion that enormous powers for good or evil lie in the media of 
mass communication. Thoughtful people in all walks of life feel, 
therefore, the need of systematic help in the huge task that 
confronts all of us today; namely, that of interpreting and 
evaluating the verbally received communications that pour in on 
us from all sides. 11 y 
The printing press, the radio, television, and advertising propaganda 
have and are making it imperative that we weigh and evaluate the language 
that is being used in these media. Only through a thorough understanding 
of the words which are employed can people deal intelligently with "What 
is being presented. 
"Good language alone will not serve mankind. But seeing 
things behind the names will help us to understand the struc-
ture of the world we live in. Good language will help us to 
communicate with one another about the realities of our en-
vironment whereupon we speak darkly, in alien tongues. 11 y 
Our environment today is much broader than it was in the past. 
Air travel and the speed of it has made us closer to the rest of the world. 
This year hundreds of thousands of people will travel to all parts of the 
world. Many of them will return with a somewhat better understanding 
of other cultures • Many will have had exposure to 1-vords of other languages, 
which they vnll find are words of the English language as well. 
ys~ I. Hayakawa, Langu~~~ in Thought and Action, Harcourt, Brace & Co.,, 
New York, 1940, p. Iri,IV. 
2/Stuart Chase, The Tyranny of Words, Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York,-
l938, p. 361. 
==~~~--~~~------~ ................ ... 
"The technological developments of the twentieth century 
have made the world smaller than it w~s. Frontiers no longer 
exist. The survival of a nation will accordingly depend on 
its ability to free its citizens from insularity by developing 
tolerance so desperately needed today and to dispel distrust 
and suspicion by creating a feeling of mutual understanding 
among nations. u y 
Conditions of our world require the use of a broader and richer vocabu-
lar,v to perpetuate the purposes and ideals of the Language~Arts Program. 
. 2/ 
LaBrant- maintains that because the use of words in language is so power-
ful_, it can change body temperature, blood content, rate of heart beat 
and can produce other emotional effects, it is important that we teach 
vocabulary in its most exacting uses. 
The teaching of v.ocabular,v in order to deal more effectively with 
language in mass media, in technological changes, and in the world in 
generl3l is vi tally important. 
11Indeed, words are the tools of our thoughts and the key 
of our thinking. The more words an individual has at his com-
mand, the deeper and clearer and more accurate his thinking 
is likely to be •11 2./ 
According to some authorities vocabulary has apparently a great deal 
to do with one 1 s capacity to think clearly, to understand others, and to 
enjoy a rich intellectual life. 
11Language symbols, whether in the forms of words, musical 
notations, or mathematical signs, are man1 s chief medium of 
thought; for the thinking of every person is characterized by 
the silent flow of streams of words or symbols through the mind. 
1/Ruth E. 'Wasley, 11A Junior High School EXploratory Course in Modern Languages, 
Modern Language Journal, (April 1955), Vol. XXDt, No. 4, p. 187. 
2/Lou LaBrant, Fred Marcus, Erwin Steinberg, HNeeded Research in Language 
Expression, 11 Elementary English, (January 1952), Vol .. XXJX, p. 35-38. 
3/Cyrus D. Thompson, liThe Construction and Validation of a Test of Music 
Vocabulary, 11 Unpublished Doctorts Dissertation, Boston University, School 
of Education, 1953. 
-. 
---
Indeed, some form of linguistic symbolism is indispensable to 
all the higher mental processes. Thus, it is evident that the 
creative expression of intellectual life, as well as the en-
richment of the individual's capacity for appreciation and 
worthwhile experience is conditioned in no small measure by 
the development of his resources in language. 11 y 
$ome educators believe that there is a direct relationship between 
success in life and business. In order to measure the qualifications of 
2/ 
prospective teachers Sullivan- built an associative vocabulary test be-
cause she believed: 
111. Ex:perience among human beings is expressed for the most 
part through words, words Which symbolize the observation 
and experience which had been meaningful to an individual. 
2. This ability to attach labels and create symbols for expe-
rience is the chief difference between men and animals. 
3. It is through such expression that one human being can gain 
an insight into the natural and personal interests of an-
other. 
4. It is through the association of words that the psychologist 
seeks to explain the actions and attitudes of his fellows. 11 
Vocabulary as a basis for predicting success seems to be gaining more 
3/ 
adherents all the time. According to Hart,- in testing two classes of 
seniors to determine their basic vocabulary, he found that the success or 
failure of the pupils could have been forecast pretty well from their 
vocabulary scores. 
4/ 
Funk's bold statement is:11 Vocabulary is so intimately tied up with 
success that from now on we might as well talk of the two as 
though they were one and the same thing.tt 
He adds that young men who proved themselves poor in words almost always 
had to resign themselves to mediocrity. 
l/t=Jal ter V. Kaulfers, Grayson N. Kefauver, Holland D. Roberts, Foreign 
Language~ Culture in American Education, McGraw-Hill Co., Inc., N. Y. 1942, p. 124. 
2/Helen B. Sulli vru1., 11A New Heans of Appraising the Qualifications of Pro-
spective Teachers,n Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Harvard Univ., 1944. 
3/Mark Hart, "Vocabulary--A Prediction for Success, 11 Phi Delta Kappan 
"[December 1942), Vol. X:XV, p •. 92. 
4/Wilfred Funk, The 'flay to Vocabulary Power & Success, Wilfred Funk, Inc., 
New York, 1946, p:-1'::). -
---. 
~-· 
n.L rich vocabulary is the most common and invaluable pos-
session of the leaders in every profession in every commercial 
enterprise, and in every department of active living. Re-
peated surveys have shown that the managing heads of successful 
organizations, whether of laundries, labor unions, or universi-
ties, as a rule possess superior vocabularies that are much 
larger than the average vocabularies of the assistants and 
clerks whom they supervise .u 1/ 
2/ -
Hooks- is in perfect accord with this theory for he maintains that 
vocabulary and a spirit of inquiry grow together--vocabulary and success 
grow together. 
3/ 
-o 1.Connor- states that an extensive knowledge of exact meanings of 
English words accompanies outstanding success in this country more often 
than any other single characteristic which the Human Engineering Labora-
tories have been able to isolate and measure. 
In another instance, Gilmartin has found that: 
11Every person who wishes to succeed in life should develop 
the ability to express himself fluently and accurately. This 
skill may be perfected only through the acquisition of a larg~ 
vocabulary. One need only to note the number of people among 
his own acquaintances who occupy responsible positions and, 
although they never attended college, have a strong command of 
English, to illustrate the practical advantage of an effective 
vocabulary. The ease and precision of expression possessed by 
the leaders of various businesses and professions are familiar 
to everyone. A large vocabulary is an important element in 
success. 11 1±/ 
Vocabulary tests are now used in personnel selection and in many kinds 
of aptitude tests. 
YFunk, Op. Cit. P.~ l 
2/J. N. Hook, The Teaching of High School English, Ronald Press Co., 
New York, 1950, p. 365. 
3/Johnson O'Connor, 11 Vocabulary and Success, 11 The Atlantic Monthly, 
TFebruary 1934), Vol. 153, No. 2, p. 166. -
4/ John G. Gilmartin, Building Your Vocabulary, Prentice-Hall, Inc • , 
New York, 1939, p. 5. 
11Virtually all kinds of human 
munication in one way or another. 
stand what another has said unless 
tended by each word. tt y 
achievement depend on com-
Obviously one cannot under-
he knows the meaning in-
A vocabulary test is apparently an index of language ability. A 
test of word meanings is a valid part of every intelligence test, reading 
test, scholarship examination, and civil service examination. 
2/ 
Terman found that the vocabulary test has a far higher value than 
any other three tests in the scale. His statistics show that in a large 
majority of cases, the vocabulary test alone will give an intelligence 
quotient within 10 per cent of that scored by the entire scale. In ' 
testing hundreds of English-speaking c~ildren, he did not find one test-
ing significantly above age vJho had a sig:rri.ficantly low vocabulary, and 
correspondingly, those who tested much below age never had a high 
vocabulary. 
Army and Navy tests have placed a strong emphasis on vocabulary. 
3/ 
One third to one half of these tests is a test of vocabulary.. Keegan 
reminds us of the obligation to teach vocabulary: 
11There.has been a Ul;liversal appearance of vocabulary se-
lections in testing programs for preferred training in the 
Army, the Navy, the 1-1arine Corps, and the Coast Guard. It 
becomes the obligation of the school to prepare students as 
roundly as is possible to meet this challenge to their funda-
mental training. 11 1±/ · 
1/W'ard S. Miller, Wora Wealth JUnior, Henry Holt & Co., New York, 1950, p. 5 
- ----
2/Lewis M. Terman, The Measurement of Intelligence, Houghton :Mifflin Co., 
Boston, 1916, p •. 23o:- -
3/J. L. Keegan, l!Word, 'tfords, Words, 11 Education, (January, 1944), Vol. 64, 
-p. 307-315 • 
.J±/ Ibid p. 307. 
It is obvious then to prepare students for successful futures~ vo-
cabulary must be taught. Educators have expressed concern over the 
vocabulary deficiencies shown in high school and college. 
11Enrichment of the curriculum--and of our national life--
at everJ point has made this traditional neglect of vocabulary 
no longer tolerable. 11 y 
The vocabulary of the English Language is prodigal and elective. 
It has borrowed and continues to borrow words from other languages. 
11Some of these borrowings have been deliberate: scientists 
and scholars have often gone t0 foreign languages for names for 
new discoveries~ ideas or situations. Others have been brought 
in by groups of immigrants~ introduced through commerce and 
trade~ or picked up by large groups of citizens who have visited 
foreign lands. Some of these borrowed words retain their origi-
nal forms and pronunciations (jabot,,nouveau riche, naive, 
fiance). But many of them--generally the most useful ones--
are gradually anglicized to bring their pronunciations (and 
sometimes their spelling) in line with English usage. 11 2/ 
3/ -
W ~ Funk- calls these French words adopted into our language deli-
cate and graceful and may be considered the grace notes of cultured 
communication. 
Our own tongue is a complex, ever-growing, ever-changing body of words. 
We have retained these borrowed words simply because there is no equivalent 
for them in the English language. 
11The teacher of French, who is equipped with a knowledge 
of the history of the English Language can vitalize his teach-
ing somewhat and at the same time enrich his students 1 know·ledge 
~/t-Jard S. Miller~ Word Wealth, Henry Holt & Co., New York, 1948, p. 3. 
2/Richard K. Corbin and Porter G. Perrin, Guide to Modern English, 
Scott, Foresman & Co., New York, 1955, p. 3050. -
3/Wilfred Funk and Norman Lewis~ Thirty Days to a More Powerful Vocabulary, 
Pocket Books, Inc., New York~ p. 163-]...69-.-- --
of both la_~guages by indicating the indebtedness of English to French, 
especially in the matter of vocabulary •••• 
Most students whose cultural contacts go beyond the T. v. set 
have already encountered English words whose strange pronuncia-
tion and spelling reveal their French origin. The beginning 
student of French, before he has even learned the for.m of the 
definite article, has somewhere seen or heard mat~riel, clientele, 
communique', chauffeur, rlsumE/, cliche', bizarre, renaissance, 
matinee, prestige, and many others. What the student probably 
does not realize is the full extent and nature of the English 
vocabulary borrowed from French. 11 1/ 
2/ -
Wasley- maintains that students are fascinated by English words bor-
rowed from French. These word-borrowings tete-a-tete, chic, blase, 
chapeau--are truly standard equipment for effective social living. 
English, however, is not the only borrower. The French language has 
no French word for week end, cocktail, Pull-over and many others. It is 
difficult for us to nrecognize to what extent and in what circumstances 
3/ 
words of one language are strictly 1 equivalent r to words in another. u-
Building a vocabulary of cognates or word-borrowings is of great 
value to the French-English student for he is learning words of both 
languages. nit is the. duty of every teacher to every subject to develop 
in his pupils the vocabulary and the reading skills ~ecessary to success 
4/ 
in his field."-
l)Nor.man P. Sachs, HEnglishHistorical Grammar and the Teaching of French, 11 
-French Review, (October 1954), Vol. 28, p. 57. 
gtwasley, Op. Cit. p. 187. 
3/Frederick Bodmer, Launcelot Hogben, The Loom of Language, W. W. Norton 
and Com., Inc., New York, 1944, p •. 123-.- ---
~/Commission on English Curriculum, Op. Cit. p. 47 
There is a long-felt need for the organized stuqy of words that are 
encountered every day by students; the stuqy of vocabulary should be 
taken out of the realm of uncertainty and should be given a definite place 
in the curriculum. 
11The word is an essential tool; vocabulary is the back-
bone of all work done in the high school. 11 y 
We may now ask: 'What is the best method to teach these cognates or 
word borrowings? Many authorities are in agreement that the context method 
is one of the most effective ways of teaching any vocabulary, for the 
printed -vmrd is merely a stimulus which makes a word have meaning. Word 
concepts or word meanings are gradually built in a variety of ways. 
(1) Words are given meanings by being associated with some experience. 
( 2) Meanings may be enlarged, enriched, and made more definite through 
language activities themselves, as well as through experiences. A stock 
of word meanings is built up by (a) hearing the words spoken by others, 
(b) by speaking the words themselves, (c) by relating both to concrete 
experiences with objects or situations or events with which the words are 
2/ 
associated.-
To give words meaning, to enrich and enlarge those meanings in activi-
3/ 
ties and experience Bro~ feels that 
ttThe pupil must learn words, though never apart from things; he 
must be able to seize their signification and the exact shade of 
their meanirig •••• It is held absolutely essential that the pupil 
1/Elizabeth O'Sullivan, t1A Summary of Research on the Methods of Teaching 
Vocabulary in the Secondary School, 11 Unpublished Master of Education Thesis 
Boston University, 1949. 
~/Arthur I. Gates, The Improvement of Reading, Macmillan Co., New York, 
1947, p. 180 ff. 
3/Rollo W. Brown, How the French Boy Learns to Write, Harvard University 
Press, Cambridge, Massa chusetts, 1915, p. 49-SO. 
• 
relates the word unmistakably to the object or idea which it 
represents •••• The word is put into normal contexts--sometimes 
before its meanings are explained--so that the pupil may develop 
a feeling for its idiomatic use. 11 
1/ 
The National Council of Teachers of English- states that makers of a 
good curriculum in the language arts must seek out kinds of situations in 
which people actually speak, listen, read, and write outside the class-
room and try to employ in the training of young people the same general 
social atmosphere if adequate techniques of responding to the situations 
are to be developed. 
There are many adherents to the contextual method of teaching 
2/ 
vocabulary. Chase- affirms : 
11We point to the dictionary as the conclusive arbiter of mean-
ing. More magic l The dictionary is almost the last place in 
which to find it. Look to the context, the order and the relation 
in which the word is actively employed. No word in isolation can 
be judged correct or incorrect, beautiful or ugly, or anything 
else that matters, any more than a single musical note can be 
judged except in relation to a.melody, a composition, or at 
least a chord. vrithout context the word may be written 1lilab 1 • 11 
The first of the five steps a skillful reader takes in reading, 
21 
according to McCullough is that as he gathers meaning along the page, 
he begins to anticipate the meanings to come. Sometimes he knows the 
meaning of a word even though he does not recognize its printed form and 
even though he has never seen or heard that particular word before. He 
has guessed it from c onte:x:t, and perhaps as much as one third of the time 
he is right. 
l}Comwission on English Curriculum, Op, Cit. p. 13-14. 
~/Chase Op. Cit. p. 107. 
3/Constance M. McCullough, 11Word Analysis in the High School Frogram, u 
English Journal, (January 19.52), Vol. XLI, No. l, p. 1.5 • 
1/ 
Once words become 'alive in context, Cobler~ adds, the search becomes 
endlessly engaging. The high school student's interest in words must be 
transferred to an awareness of words in use~ From hewspapers, magazines, 
radio and television, words should be brought into the high school English 
class for interpretation and discussion. 
2/ 
In the tabulation of methods of improving vocabulary in the Stearns-
study, the use of context was noted most frequently and was mentioned 
often as being the best and most important technique. 
It is evident that the teaching of vocabulary is essential for all 
verbal communication. Vocabulary is necessary for real comprehension in 
reading, writing, speaking, and listening upon which is dependent the 
student's success in practically every phase of successful living. Since 
many of our English words are cognates or wholesale borrowings from French, 
the teaching of these cognates serves as a systematic approach to building 
vocabulary. It would seem that the contextual method is most effective 
for teaching this vocabulary for it provides enriching experiences with 
new words as they are used in various situations which involve attitudes 
and purposes--important factors in understanding meanings. 
~/Jenny Cohler, 11Say What You Mean," English Journal, (February 1954), 
fol. XLIII, No. 2, P• 84-86. 
2/Gertrude B. Stearns, 11The Construction and Validation of a Test of the 
Ability of Junior-Senior High School Pupils to Understand Word Meanings 
Through the Use of Context, 11 Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Boston 
University, School of Education, 1954, p. 12. 
• 
CHAITER THREE - WORKBOOK 
LETTER. TO THE TEACHER 
Dear Fellow-Teacher: 
The following sixteen lessons have been constructed to enrich and 
improve English vocabulary in the French and English classes of a senior 
high school. Some of the words were suggested by a Junior Class who are 
studying first-year Frencha A few of the lessons were tried out by them 
and the response was enthusiastic and encouraging. 
Suggestions for Use 
1. Have each pupil take Pre~Test I based on the words 
in the first four lessons. If the results are sat-
isfactory~ proceed with the other Pre-Tests in the 
same manner through Pre-Test IV. Each student 
should be able to work independently on these les-
sons, if necessary. 
2. If the results of each Pre-Test require the teach-
ing of the succeeding lesaons, teach these words 
orally so that the student may hear and learn cor-
rect pronunciations. The reading selections and 
exercises should be done independently. 
3. Encourage the pupil to try the Bonus Questions and 
Suggestions for Further Application for reinforce-
ment of his knowledge and use of cognates. 
4. Encourage the pp.pil to add new words to this list • 
5. Use the Final Test as a basis of discovering how 
well these cognates have been learned. 
6. Use these materials according to the pupil's needs 
and your discretion. 
--
The writer believes that these lessons will not only enrich the 
English vocabulary of students but will also teach words they will 
encounter in their French courses. Further., it will provide an added 
understanding of the make-up of the English language. It is hoped 
that students will develop a curiosity and a desire to learn more of 
these cognates. 
Good Luckt. 
~-
How Much Do You Alreaqy Know? 
Pre-Test I 
Consider the definitions in Column II. Wri.te the word f'rom Column I which 
corresponds to it in the space following the definition;--
Column I 
1. ~tude 
mademoiselle 
glamour 
gourmet 
gourmand 
vogue 
couturier 
salon 
atelier 
absinthe 
caf'e 
boulevard 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20 • 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29 .. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
carte du jour 
ala carte 
table d 1 h8te 
comme il f'aut 
/-
consomme 
hors d'oeuvre 
entr~e 
eclair 
.i la mode 
meringue 
parfait 
demi tasse 
argot 
bas-relief' 
boudoir 
chaise 
chaise longue 
chauvinism 
dormant 
/ 
expose 
facile 
hauteur 
entrepreneur 
chauvinist 
Column II 
a. a clear soup made by boiling meat in water 
b. workshop_, studio 
c. w..ain dish of' f'ood at dinner or lunch 
d. boastful, warlike patriotism 
e. a very small cup of black cof'f'ee 
f'. a man dressmaker 
g. a showing up of crime; dishonesty; f'raud 
h. with a stated price f' or each dish 
i. :mysterious fascination; alluring charm; 
a magic spell 
j. a person Who is f'ond of' good eating 
k. the fashion; popularity; acceptance 
1. easily done; moving, acting, working 
with ease 
m. card; bill of' f'are; menu of' the day 
n. mixture made of' egg whites, beaten stiff' 
and sweetened with sugar 
o. jargon or slang used by a group of' persons 
p. proper; in the correct manner 
q. sleeping; quiet as if' asleep; inactive 
r. restaurant --
s. haughty manneror spirit 
t. a person who is an expert in judging and 
choosing f'ine f'oods and wines 
u. a meal served at f'ixed time and price 
v. person who organizes or manages a 
business or industrial enterprise 
w. chair with a long seat and a back at 
one end 
x. relish or light f'ood served before the 
regular course of a meal · 
y. a rich ice cream containing eggs and 
whipped cream_, frozen unstirred 
Possible Score 25 
Column III 
1. -----~------
2. ----~-------3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
--~----------
Your Score · ---
LFSSON I 
Word Study 
To teach the words:--
1. 
2. 
3. 
/ 
etude 
mademoiselle 
glamour 
4. 
5. 
6. 
gourmet 
gourmand 
vogue 
Study carefully the meaning and use of the following words:--
~tude:-- Study; a piece of music intended to develop skill in 
technique. 
For finger dexterity one must practice the ~tudes of 
Bach. 
mademoiselle:-- French title for an unmarried woman; Mis's. 
glamour:--
gourmet:--
gourmand:--
vogue:--
The new teacher is a very attractive ma~emoiselle. 
\ 
MYsterious fascination; alluring char.m; a magic spell 
or influence; enchantment. 
Movies often stress the glamour of the medical profes-
sion rather than the long hours and hard work. 
a person who is expert in judging and choosing fine 
foods, wine, etc.; epicure. 
person who is fond of good eating. 
A gourmet is insulted when he is confused with a 
gourmand. 
the fashion; popularity; acceptance. 
Comic opera had a great vogue several years ago. 
f 
i';) 
Read carefully the following selection for meanings of the underlined 
words:--
In a railroad or bus station one often sees small newsstands con-
taining all sorts of reading matter to please all kinds of tastes. 
Many of the magazines have forceful titles indicative of the personali-
ties to whom they will appeal. TIME, LIFE, FORTUNE, NEWSWEEK, GOURMET, 
MADEMOISELLE, VOGUE, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, GLAMOUR, LOOK, CUE, CORONET, 
SATURDAY EVENING POST, fTUDE, HOME BEAUTIFUL, POPULAR MECHANICS are but 
a few of them. 
Exercise l 
Answer the following questions:--
l. Which magazine is designed for 
music students? 
2 • Which magazine would be popular 
with young girls? 
3 • Which one is concerned primarily 
with styles? 
4. Which one would appeal personally 
to every woman? 
5. Which one would appeal to those 
who know and enjoy rich food? 
Possible Score 5 
Ex:ercise 2 
l. 
2. 
4. 
Your Score 
Fill in the blanks with the word used as names for magazines: --
The young----- who wore clothes, which 
were very much in -----, was so stunning--
one would say she had -----. It was said 
she had many other attributes, one of 
which was that she was an excellent 
hostessJand when she entertained at 
dinnerJ her table was a ----- delight. 
Possible Score 4 Your S.core 
Bonus 
Do you want to earn more points? Try these. 
l. Name some popular songs with the word MademoiselleJ either in the 
title or the lyrics? 
2. What composers do you know who have written ttudes for the piano? 
------------------------------------
3. What games are in vogue at present? 
Possible Score 8 Your Score 
• 
LFSSON II 
Word Study 
To teach the words:--
1. couturier 
2. salon 
3. atelier 
4. 
5. 
6. 
absinthe 
/ 
cafe 
boulevard 
Study carefully the meanings and use of the following words:--
couturier:--
salon:--
atelier:--
absinthe:--
I' 
cafe:--
a man dressmaker 
The designs of the couturier, Dior, have had a tre-
mendous influence on American styles. 
a large room for recelVlng or entertaining guests3 
place used to exhibit works of art 
The reception for new members of the club was held 
in the salon. 
workshop, studio 
In the ateliers of Florence, Italy, many famous 
mosaic designs have been made. 
bitter green alcoholic drink flavored with wormwood 
and anise 
\ 
Ex-Premier Mendes-France preferred to have Frenchmen 
drink milk rather than absinthe. 
restaurant 
In Boston and New York there are a few caf~s where 
people may eat outdoors. 
boulevard:-- a broad street; avenue 
At the intersection of the boulevard and Jones Street, 
there was a fatal accident. 
Read carefully the follow~ng selection for meanings of underlined words:--
Y Paris in the Spring 
11For many years Paris has been the hub of the wheel of fashion, and 
dressmakers from all over the civilized world have visited the famous 
French couturier in salons splendid with the latest vogues. Love-songs 
have chanted the praises of 11Paris in the spring, tra-la, tra-la!. n 
Artists have painted apples and madonnas in garrets and ateliers devoted 
to surrealism and impressionism. Tourists have sipped lemonade and 
absinthe in sidewalk caf~s along historic boulevards. Doughboys have 
greeted cheering mademoiselles with ntafayette, we are here~ 11 Paris, 
the haven of saints and sinners, of Joan of Arc and Bluebeard, of poets 
and cutthroats, of Fran~ois Villon and the Apaches, of scientists and 
warriors, of Pasteur and Foch, of men and women like the rest of us, 
unhonored and unsung, has contributed many words to our English language. 
For the French influence of English vocabulary has been continuous since 
The Norman Conquest in the year 1066. 11 
1/Joseph Bellafiore, Words at Work, Amsco School Publications, New York, 
1942, p. 90. 
Exercise l 
Match the following words by placing the letter of the word of Column I 
in the blank beside the words of Column II:--
Column I Column II 
a. caf~ studio l. 
-------------
b. atelier fruit 2. 
-------------
c. absinthe tailor 3. 
____________ ...., 
d. couturier style 4. 
-------------
e. salon dressmaker 5. 
-------------
f. vogue ballroom 6. 
-------------
g. boulevard liquor 7· -------------
seamstress 8. 
-------------
avenue 9. -------------
restaurant 10. -------------
~ossible Score 7 Your Score 
LESSON III 
Word Study 
To teach the words : --
1. ca:r:te du jour 7- hors d 1 oeuvres 
2. ~ la carte 8. entre"e 
3. table tl d1hote 9. ~clair 
4. il faut 10. \. comme a la mode 
5. bouillon ll. meringue 
6. / 12. parfait consomme 
13. demi-tasse 
Study carefully the meanings and use of the follow~g words:--
carte du jour:-- card; bill of fare; menu of the day 
Many people have, as a hobby, the collecting of menus 
or cartes du jour. 
~ la:-- in the manner of; in the style of 
~ la carte:-- with a stated price for each dish 
table d t b.'2te: -- a meal served at a fixed time and price 
In meals table d 1hete, there is one price for the whole 
meal; but in meals k la carte, a person chooses what 
he wants and pays for each article. 
Sometimes it is less expensive to order table d 1 h~te 
than to order a la carte. 
comme il faut:-- as it should be; proper; in the correct manner 
The young man who sends a young lady flowers to be worn 
at a formal dance is behaving comme il faut. 
~I 
bouillon:--
/ 
consomme:--
a clear soup or broth 
Chicken or beef bouillon cubes are inexpensive to buy. 
a clear soup made by boiling meat in water 
In the summertime, jellied consomrn~ is a refreshing dish. 
hers d 1 oeuvre:-- relish or light food served before the regular courses 
of a meal 
I 
entree:--
I 1 . ec a.J..r:--
.... 
a la mode:--
meringue:--
parfait:--
demi-..tasse:--
Olives, celery, radishes, anchovies, and cheese are often 
served as hers d 1 oeuvres. 
main dish of food at dinner or lunch 
/ As an entree, I believe I shall have turkey with all the 
fixings. 
an oblong puff or piece of pastry filled with whipped 
cream or custard 
/ . At the luncheon, ecla.J..rs were served for dessert • 
according to the prevailing fashion., in style; in a 
certain way 
Beef ~ la mode is .cooked with vegetables; desserts a la 
mode areserved with ice cream. 
an lClng of beaten egg white; a small cake, chiefly of 
sugar and beaten whites of eggs. 
Lemon meringue pie is a popular dessert among Americans. 
ice cream containing eggs and whipped cream, frozen unstirred 
A parfait with butterscotch sauce is luscious, rich 
and fattening. 
a very small cup of black coffee; a small cup for serv-
ing black coffee. 
For a wedding gift, they received demi.;.tasse cups made 
of jade. 
--
Read carefully the following selection £or meanings of underlined words:-~ 
Hungry? 
How many people have gone into restaurants, looked at the menu or 
carte du jour and wondered what were many of the items listed? Usually 
there are two listings, one table d'h~te and the other illa carte. Have 
you wondered why the proprietor didn't just call them full dinners or 
individually priced items? The use o£ these terms today is so universal 
that it must be connne il faut. For a first course one often has a 
/ 
choice of bouillon, consonnne, £ruit cup, shrimp cocktail or hors d 1 oeuvres. 
In this country, one may choose steak, chicken, turkey, lobster, lamb, 
or pork with vegetables and salad as an entree or main course. Often, 
for dessert, there are many tempting items such as chocolate eclairs, 
apple pie ~ la mode, cakes, meringues stuffed with ice cream, or 
parfaits with strawberry or raspberry sauce. After a heavy meal, the 
waiter usually suggests a demi tasse or a large cup of black coffee. ---
Hungry? 
Exercise 1 
From the following cognates, select the appropriate word or words that 
belong in the blank of each sentence that follows. Identify the word 
by placing the correct letter of the words in the list in the column 
at the right.--
a. carte du jour i. demi tasse 
.. b. ·.a ·propos j. commode 
11 ~clair c. table d 1hote k. 
d. hors d'oeuvres l. bouillon 
e. clich§ m. ala carte 
I f. entree n. comme il faut 
a la mode / g. o. consomme 
h. meringue p. parfait 
Thinking our Loud 
11Here is a menu or -----. Today, since I am very l. 
hungry I believe I shall order a complete dinner or ---- 2. ------------
rather than 
-----. First I shall have the 
-----, then soup, but I can 1 t make up may mind whether 
to have beef ----- or the chicken -----. :My favorite 
dish is lobster, and I shall have that as an ----~. 
My, the dessert list is attractive~ Shall I have an 
or a -----, or the American classic apple pie -----? 
It is a pleasure to eat here_; they certainly know how 
3. 
4. 
). 
6. 
7· ------------
8. 
9. 
10. 
to serve -----· Even the coffee tastes better in those ll. 
little ----- cups than in large ones. 11 12. 
Possible Score 12 Your Score 
e 
LESSON IV 
Word Study 
To teach the words:--
l. argot 7. chauvinist 
2. bas-relief 8. dormant 
3. boudoir 9. / expose 
4. chaise lO. facile 
5. chaise longue ll. entrepreneur 
6. chauvinism l2. hauteur 
Study carefully the meanings and use of the following:--
argot:--
bas-relief:--
boudoir:--
chaise:--
jargon or slang used by a group of persons 
Damon Runyon1 s stories are filled with the argot of the 
underworld. 
carving or sculpture in which the figures project only 
slightly from the background 
Tombstones of granite often have bas-relief designs. 
a ladyts private sitting-room or dressing room 
The teen-age girls sometimes exchange confidences in 
Mother 1 s boudoir. 
a lightweight carriage 
The chaise is no longer a popular vehicle, except in 
Central Park. 
··~ 
chaise longue:-- chair with a long seat and a back at one end, some-
what like a couch 
chauvinism:--
chauvinist:--
dormant:--
/ 
expose:--
facile:--
At one time the chaise longue was boudoir furniture 
only; now, it is both beach and garden furniture as 
well. 
unreasoning enthusiasm for the military glory of one's 
country; boastful, warlike patriotism 
The name MichQlas Chauvin, an overenthusiastic patriot, 
has g_iventhe word chauvinism to the English language. 
an unreasoning patriot; boastful, warlike person 
When the Englishman argued that the United States had 
entered the war after the English had won it, the 
American soldier became a complete chauvinist. 
sleeping; quiet as if asleep; inactive 
Don't let money lie dormant; invest it. 
a showing up of crime; dishonesty, fraud 
/ The reporter was awarded a gold medal for his expose 
of the local politicians. 
easily done; used; moving acting or working with ease 
Fred Allen t s facile tongue will be missed by radio 
audiences. 
entrepreneur:-- person who organizes and manages a business or indus-
trial enterprise, taking the risk of not making a profit 
and getting the profit when there is one 
hauteur:--
The entrepreneur had invested a great deal of time in 
selling the movie star to the Television Agency. 
haughtiness; haughty manner or spirit 
In the play whenever the moment called for hauteur, she 
managed to tri~ on her trailing gown. 
Read carefully the selections below for meanings of underlined words:--
In recent years magazines have published expos~s of important 
people. 
The two little girls dressed in their mothers' clothes were play-
ing in the boudoir. One was lying on the chaise longue pretending to 
smoke with great hauteur; the other was applying make-up to her lips 
with rather a facile touch. 
In the strange argot of be-bop and rock-and-roll, the musicians 
criticized the bas-relief in the ballroom. 
Dormant talents are often awakened in a new environment. 
It is sometimes difficult for a chauvinist to recognize any faults 
in his native land. 
Because he had such a facile tongue, the entrepreneur was able to 
talk the manufacturer into investing money in advertising. 
Exercise 1 
From the following cognates, select the appropriate word or words that 
belong in the blank of each sentence that follows. Identify the word 
by placing the correct letter of the words in the list in the column 
at the right:--
a. chauvinism g. boudoir 
b. dormant h. chaise longue 
o.. facile i. chaise 
d. entrepreneur j. argot 
hauteur k. I' e. exp1Dse 
f. bas-relief 1. chauvinist 
1. The of Broadway has introduced many new words into the 1. 
English language. 
2. Being a ----- he could not help but rave about his hati ve 2. 
land. 
3. In the ----- we learned that he had several aliases. 3. 
4. Animals that hibernate iJ;J. the winter, .lie ----- until spring. 4. 
5. The artist found working in oils ----- and delightful. 5. 
6. If you wish to take a sun bath, why not stretch out on the 
----- in the yard? 6. 
7. Adjacent to the __ ..;.. __ was a private bathroom. 7. 
8. Being an -----he was willing to take risks with other 8. 
people 1 s money. 
Possible Score 8 Your Sc.are 
Bonus 
Do you want to earn more points? Try these:--
l. The word dormant in English is also the French word sleeping. What 
other words beginning with dorm do you know that have to do with 
sleeping? List them below:::--
l. 
2. 
3. 
2. The word facile in English is the French word meaning easy. List 
below other words of that family that you know:--
l. 
2. 
3. 
Possible Score 6 Your Score 
:~/b 
• 
How Much Do You Already Know? 
Pre-Test II 
Consider the definitions in Colunm II. Write the word from Colunm I which 
corresponds to it in the space following the definition~--
Colunm I 
1. clich~ 
2. clientele 
3. promenade 
4. bon bon 
5. culottes 
6. chic 
7• d~cor 
8. lingerie 
9. bandeau 
10. chignon 
11. coiffure 
12. riposte 
/ / 13 •. epee 
14. seigneur 
15. sabre 
16. touch~ 
17. feint 
/ 18. repartee 
19. finesse 
20. chagrin 
21.· pique 
22. m~lee 
23. lieu 
24. largesse 
25. faux pas 
26. pendant 
27. opaque 
28. nonchalant 
29. impasse 
.'30. cortege 
31. accoutre 
3 2. penchant 
33. poignant 
34. quay 
35. qui vive? 
36. r~gime 
37. risqu~ 
38. sang froid 
39. savoir faire 
40. savant 
Colunm II 
a. not letting light through; not transparent 
b. procession; group of followers or 
attendants 
c. in fencing, a quick thrust given after 
parrying a lunge ( 
d. place; stead ---
e. watchful; alert 
f. suggestive of indecency; somewhat improper 
g. very painful; piercing; keen; intense 
h. delicacy of eiBCution; skill; craft 
i. generous giving; a generous gift or gifts 
j. style of arranging the hair; covering 
for the hair 
k. a feeling of anger at being slighted; 
wounded pride 
1. without enthusiasm; coolly unconcerned; 
indifferent 
m. system of government or rule; prevail-
ing system 
n. man of learning; scholar 
o. timeworn idea or expression 
p. a false appearance; pretense; sham 
attack 
q. feeling of disappointment; failure or 
humiliation 
r. equip; array 
s. knowledge of just what to do; tact 
t. slip in speec~conduct, manners; 
breach of etiquette 
u. style; stylish 
v. a confused fight; hand-to-hand fight 
among a. number of fighters 
w. position from which there is no escape; 
deadlock 
x. a strong taste or liking; inclinatio.n 
y. piece of candy usually having a fancy 
shape 
Possible Score 25 
Colunm III 
1. ------------
2. ------------
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 .. 
7-
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25 • 
Your Score 
···~ 
LE3SON V 
Word Study 
To teach the words:--
l. 
2. 
/ 
cliche 
clientele 
promenade 
bon bon 
culottes 
11. coiffure 
6. chic 
7. / decor 
8. lingerie 
9. bandeau 
10. chignon 
Study carefully the meaning and use of the following words:--
clich~:--
clientele:--
promenade: .... -
bon bon:--
a timeworn idea or expression; trite 
/ 
urtts a small world11 is a classic cliche. 
clients; customers; personal followers 
The clientele at a summer resort usually spend money 
very freely. 
walk for pleasure or display; a public space or place 
for such a walk; dance; ball. 
The Junior Promenade is the social high light of the 
year in our high school. 
piece of candy often in fancy shapes and pastel colors 
The bon bons were made of fudge. 
culottes:--
chic:--
J' decor:--
lingerie:--
bandeau:--
chignon:--
coi:ffure: --
a woman 1 s skirt di v:Lded and worn like trousers but cut 
so full as to appear much like an ordinary skirt; a 
divided skirt 
Culottes are very practical for beach, tennis courts, 
and golf courses. 
style; stylish 
The Italian designed slacks are very chic. 
decoration, scenery on stage 
The d~cor of the apartment was done by a famous inte-
rior decorator. 
woman 1 s underwear 
Nylon and dacron ham almost replaced silks and rayon in 
lingerie. 
band worn about the head; a narrow band 
The kerchief has replaced the bandeau in recent years. 
knot or roll of hair worn at the back of the head by a 
woman 
The pony-tail is an elongated chignon. 
style of arranging the hair; covering for the hair 
She changed her coiffure every season. 
• 
Read carefully the selection below for the meanings of the underlined 
words:--
Advertising 
National advertising in America through newspapers, magazines, radio 
and television has influenced our personal lives so profoundly that often 
/ 
we find ourselves singing advertising tunes or jingles, using cliches that 
have developed from 11 ads,11 buying articles because advertisers have con-
vinced us that their products are necessary, vital, and indispensable to 
our national collective health, beauty, social position, and per-
sonality. In skimming just a few magazines and newspapers we find: 
11Make-up should never be apparent, only its beautiful results. 
The flawles.s complexions of my Elizabeth Arden clientele are 
achieved by a powder so fine it seems actually part of the skin 
itsel£.11 
HYou feel blissfully pampered the instant Luxor touches 
your skin ••• the most lavish, deep, soft-textured of terry 
towels, designed in tones that cast a charming glow on.your 
complexion. Nile green, promenade green, bon bon pink and 
nineteen other flattering colors. n -- --
nRoses are red 
Violets are blue 
Culottes are chic 
And so are you ••• in our (Hattie Carnegie) 
wonderfully wearable culottes of Dacrolon with distinctive 
white braid and chalk decor. Lingerie - First Floor. n 
By Elizabeth Marks - Hats 
nA wide bandeau of tucked jersey sweeps semilong hair 
away from face.u 
uA bustle bow in bright red velvet to sit above a chignon 
or cluster of softly brushed-back curls •11 
nnusharme imparts a whisper softness, a "Willing obedience to 
the hair ••• crovlllS every coiffure with the loveliness of 
the loved. Dusharme is the lanolin hair cream that dresses 
but does not discolor the hair. 11 
• 
Ex:ercise l 
Substitute the French cognate for the underlined words or expressions. 
Write the cognate in the right hand column. 
a. en route g. chignon 
b. bandeau h. lingerie 
c. clientele i. chic 
d. / decor j. culottes 
e. promenade k. coiffure 
f. salon l. bouffant 
As the customers came down the boardwalk on the way :t.() l. 
2. 
3. 
the new restaurant, they had to pass various shops. One 
was a beauty shop, where one might have a manicure and 
have her hair done or buy a roll of hair to .be added to 
4. 
5. 
6. 
her ~· Another sold lovely underwear and sports clothes, 7. ----------
including skirts, regular shorts, and very long shorts. 8. 
Each one of these shops was very stylish and expensive, 
and the window decorations were very original. lO. 
Possible Score lO Your Score 
Suggestions for Further Application 
Make a list of advertisements from magazines, newspapers, televi-
sion, or radio, using French cognates other than those in the lesson. 
You may use proper nouns that are trade-names if you vrlsh. Explain 
why you think these cognates were chosen. 
Example: 
Bon Ami is a cleaning compound which is a 11 good friend11 to the 
housewife as it makes her work less difficult. 
1. ------------------------------------------------------------------
2. ---------------------------------~--------------------------------
3. ------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------~ 
4. ------------------------------------------------------------------
~ ------------------------------------------------------------------;;}• 
6. ------------------------------------------------------------------
7. ------------------------------------------------------------------
8. ------------------------------------------------------------------
9· ------------------------------------------------------------------
10. 
•• 
L:ESSON VI 
Word Study 
To teach the words:--
l. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
en garde 
riposte 
/ / 
epee 
seigneur 
9. finesse 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8 .. 
sabre 
/ touche 
feint 
repartee 
Study carefully the meaning and use of yhe following words:--
en garde:--
riposte:--
/ I 
epee:--
seigneur:--
sabre:--
watch out; parry 
'When Tom called, liEn Garde11 , Louise lmew the books 
were about to fall:from the rickety shelf onto her 
head. 
in fencing, a quick thrust given after parrying a 
lunge; a quick, sharp reply or return 
Her riposte to the salesman was bitter and sarcastic. 
sword 
Having learned to use the foil first, he had no 
trouble 1ri th the e'pe'e • 
a feudal lord or landowner 
a heavy c~ed sword with a sharp edge 
'~ith all its supertechnicians Hollywood makes itself 
rather ridiculous by arming 16th century seigneurs with 
20th century sabres. uy 
~Aldo Nadi, On Fencing, G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 1943, p. 7-8. 
•• 
/ 
touche:--
feint:--
repartee:--
finesse:--
touched; wounded; hit 
When the middle-aged actress, who had long been play-
ing young roles, was asked her age during a television 
interview, she replied, ttTouche'.u 
a false appearance, pretense; make a pretended blow or 
sham attack 
The boxer feinted with his left hand but hit with his 
right. 
a witty reply or replies; talk characterized by clever 
or witty replies 
A good example of repartee is Hamletts answer to the 
King's question as to the whereabouts of the body of 
the slain Polonius. 11If you find him not within this 
month, you shall nose him as you go up the stairs into 
the lobby. 11 
delicacy of execution, skill; the skillful handling of 
a delicate situation to onels advantage; craft; strata-
gem; use finesse; bring or change by finesse; make a 
finesse with (a card) 
Churchill has shown great finesse in borrowing money 
from the United States • 
Read carefully the selection below for meanings of underlined words:--
En Garde~ 
11Perhaps more than any other sport, fencing demands a keen eye, 
quick reflexes and agility ••• The sport originated as a training method 
for svmrdsmanship and dueling. But today fencing is conducted as a hann.-
1/ 
less sport and every precaution is taken to prevent accidental injury ••• 11-
ttFencing is practiced in several aviation centers, and its instruction is 
being considered for all flying cadets for the development of instantaneous 
2/ 
reactions so utterly indispensable in aerial combat. 11-
liThe word fending comes from the same Latin root f_e~d~r~ as the words 
offense and defense. On offense, the fencer attacks by lunging. On de-
fense, he turns away his opponent 1 s blade with a parry and then may 
counterattack with a continuing movement called a riposte. These methods 
/ / 
are connnon to all three types of fencing, foil, epee and sabre, so named 
from the different weapons used •••• There are three simple attacks, 
each starting with the weapons crossed in an engaged position •••• Each 
/ 
of these is designed to score a touch, or touche, before the opponent 
3/ 
can parry. u-
11The feint, as the name implies, is a false movement • • • • In order 
to be effective, a: feint must have the appearance and vigor of a real 
4/ 
thrust.n-
~/Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia, Vol. V, l952, p. 50. 
5:_/ Op • Cit • Aldo Nadi • 
2/0p. Cit. Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia. 
~Joseph Vince, Fencing, A. S. Barnes & Co., New York, l937, p. l7. 
J.1 
The sport of conversation, of repartee, is fencing with words. The 
parry and thrust begins; one person foils, the other feints, maybe not 
even heeding a remark in order to gain time to think of another answer. 
/ With sabre-like wit the conversation continues until one yells, 11Touche, 11 
and the battle of wits ends. One must have great finesse, agility of 
mind,and quick reflexes to fence with words. 
Exercise 1 
Match the following words by placing the letter of the word of Column I 
in the blank beside the word of-Column II:--
Column I Column II 
/ / 
a. epee 1. a pretense 
------------
b. repartee 2. to weaken 
-----------
c. finesse 3. a crafty move 
-----------
/ d. touche 4. feudal lord 
-----------
e. riposte 5. a clever answer ________ ...... __ 
f. feint 6. wounded ____ _. ______ 
g. seigneur 7- a sword 
-----------
8. a sharp answer 
-----------
9- an end 
-----------
Possible Score 7 Your Score 
•• 
• 
Exercise 2 
Write original sentences using the words feint, touch~, repartee, 
finesse, and seigneur. Try not to use these words as fencing terms 
in your sentences•-= 
l. 
2. 
3.~ -------------------------------------------------------------------
4 -------------------------------------------------------------------. 
5 -------------------------------------------------------------------. 
Possible Score 5 Your Score 
' 
LESSON VII 
Word Study 
To teach the words : --
1. chagrin 7· pendant 
2. pique 8. opaque 
3. /1 I melee 9. nonchalant 
4 .. lieu 10. impasse 
5. largesse 11. cortege 
6. faux pas 12. accoutre 
Study carefully the meanings and use of the following words:--
chagriJ:?.:--
pique:--
II / 
melee:--
lieu:--
feeling of disappointment; failure or humiliation 
The teacher felt some chagrin on learning that two of 
her students hadn't been accepted in the college of 
their choice. 
a feeling of anger at being slighted; wounded pride 
College students are sometimes piqued when they do not 
receive bids to fraternities. 
a confused,fight; 'hand-to-hand fight among a number of 
fighters 
In the mfute, an innocent bystander was injured. 
place, stead 
I will take a check in lieu of cash. 
largesse:--
faux pas:--
pendant:--
opaque:--
nonchalant:--
impasse:--
cortege:--
accoutre:--
generous giving; a generous gift or gifts 
The Ford Foundation is noted for its largesse to 
education. 
slip in speechj conduct, manner, and so forth; breach 
of etiquette; blunder 
"What a faux pas it was when she couldn 1 t remember the 
name of her best friend1 s husband~ 
a hanging ornamentj such as a locket; ornament hanging 
down from the ceiling or roof 
The chandelier had crystal pendants. 
not letting light through; not transparent 
Some nylon shirts and blouses are quite opaque. 
without enthusiasm; cooly unconcerned; indifferent 
It was difficult for the basketball team to be non-
chalant when they received the trophy. 
position from which there is no escape; deadlock 
The jury had reached an impasse and had to postpone 
the verdict until the foll~wing day. 
procession; group of followers or attendants; retinue 
The funeral cortege was detoured because of the fire. 
equip; array 
The Little Theatre Group were to be accoutred in armor 
for Shakespeare t s nHenry TJ. tt 
......... "' ... ~-:;:-:; 
~ ..... _ !"'"-~-.:-
~\ 
Read carefully the selections below for meanings of underlined words:--
The teacher was chagrined and piqued to think that her students had 
been in the m~te Saturday night after the game. There had been an 
impasse between the officials and in lieu of settling the argument in 
privacy, they argued on the court. Soon the players, students, and spec-
tators were involved in the fray. It was quite a faux pas on the part 
of the officials to behave as they did in front of so many young people. 
At the Thanksgiving Rally, a cortege, accoutered in football uniforms, 
entered the gym. It was all one could do to remain nonchalant as the 
procession passed., for in the makeshift casket lay the captain of our team, 
wearing a pendant representing the mascot of the opposing team. 
Through the largesse of many of the townspeople, the family, whose 
house had burned.to the ground, soon were able to buy a new home. 
The assignment for the Camera Club was to make a darkroom. The 
first job was to cover the windows with an opaque paint. 
Exercise 1 
In the following sentences, is the underlined word used correctly? Write 
yes in the column to the right if it is and no if it isn't:--
a. Good China is transparent; therefore, it is opaque. 
b. An object hanging from one's wrist might be called 
a pendant. 
c. Her dress was made of chagrin. 
d. His nonchala...nt attitude piqued the donor. 
e. Once they had reached an impasse, they were no 
longer friends. 
f. The accoutre walked in the front door. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
• g. Cortege, the new drug, is expensive. 
h. 
i. 
In lieu of the trip, he accepted the money. 
The cause of the m-ale'e was unlmown. 
Possible Score 10 
Bonus 
Do you want to earn more points? Try these:--
8. 
10. 
Your Score 
Rewrite correctly the sentences in which_the word is used incorrectly:--
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Possible Score 4 Your Score 
LESSON VIII 
Word Study 
To teach the words:--
l. penchant 6. / risque 
2. poignant ?. sang-froid 
3. quay 8. sa voir faire 
4. qui vive 9. savant 
5. / . reglllle 10. trenchant 
Study carefully the meanings and use of the following:--
penchant:--
poignant:--
quay:--
qui vive?--
/ . 
regllUe:--
a strong taste or liking; inclination 
Italian chefs have a penchant for hot sauces. 
very painful; piercing; keen; intense 
The sharp, poignant memories of adolescence are over-
shadowed by the delightful ones of that period. 
a solid landing place where ships load and unload, 
often built of stone 
Water buses load and unload passengers on the quays 
of the Thames River. 
who goes there?; watchful, alert 
The F. B. I. is always on the qui vi ve for sp:ies • 
system of government or rule; prevailing system 
Roosevelt 1 s r~gime was the longest single one of any 
President. 
• J 
rlsque:--
sang-froid:--
suggestive of indecency; somewhat improper 
/ Though some modern novels contain risque situations, 
many great ones do not. 
coolness of mind; calmness, composure 
The firemants sang-froid in giving directions to those 
trapped saved the lives of many persons. 
savoir faire:-- knowledge of just what to do; tact 
savant:--
trenchant:--
Girls envy Grace Kelly1 s beauty and savoir-faire. 
man of learning; scholar 
Harvard University has been visited by many great 
savants from all over the world. 
effective; clear-cut; distinct 
His trenchant wit has hurt many people. 
Read carefully the selections below for the meanings of the underlined 
words:--
Although the odors from the kitchen were poignant, Tom felt sure he 
would not enjoy the food. "When asked, 11 Do you like shark1 s fin soup?tt, 
he responded with as much sang-froid and savoir faire as he could, 11 I 
think I might .n But the idea of it nauseated him. 
The old fisherman stood on the quay looking out to sea. He was a 
mamber of the old regime and was on the qui vive for a change in the 
weather. He had no use for the new methods of forecasting by instruments; 
he had a penchant for the old, trusted ways • Though his language was 
/ 
salty and sometimes risque, the natives realized his forecasts were 
likely to be more accurate than those of the weather bureau. 
Savants often do themselves an injustice by being pedantic and 
trenchant in their comments· to students. 
Elcercise 1 
In the blank to the right, write the letter of the word or expression 
which best defines the word in Column I:--
Column I 
1. quay 
2 . I • rJ.sque 
3 • trenchant 
4. savant 
5. poignant 
6. qui vive 
., . 
regDne 
8. sang-froid 
9. penchant 
(a) key, {b) halfway, (c) port, (d) dock 
(a) naughty, (b) risk, (c) risky, 
(d) happy-go-lucky 
(a) sharp, (b)~ass, (c) tendency 
(d) trench-like · 
(a) seer, (b) student, (c) scholar, 
(d) flavorful 
(a) pointed, (b) piercing, (c) dull, 
(d) sad 
(a) who's living?, (b) what gives?, 
(c) alert, (d) why bother? 
(a) system, (b) kingly, (c) large 
number, (d) section 
(a) a type of song, (b) a musicale, 
(c) bloody, (d) calmness 
(a) boarding house, (b) pinching 
(c) pension, (d) strong liking 
10. savoir-faire (a) know-how, (b) savant, (c) savoir, 
(d) awkward 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 • 
7. 
8. 
9. -------
10. 
Possible Score 10 Your Score 
--
• 
How Much Do You .Already Know? 
Pre-Test III 
Consider the definitions in Column II. Write the word from Column I -which 
corresponds to it in the space following the definition;--
Column I 
1. ensemble 
2_. pince-rrez 
" 3 . distingue 
4. debonair 
5. b~te-noire 
6. coquette 
7. fiance 
8. fiancee 
9. t~te-a-t~te 
10. blase 
11. en route 
12. rendez-vous 
13. entre nous 
14. parlance 
r:' / / 1./• demodee 
16. declassee 
17. au courant 
18. fleur-de-lis 
19. chS.teau 
Column II 
a. an appointment or engagement; a meeting 
place; gathering place 
b. butler, steward, a hotel manager, 
headwaiter 
c. tired of pleasures; bored 
d. design or deyice used in herald.;ry repre-
senting a lily; the royal coat of arms 
of France 
e. thing or persoo especially dreaded or 
detested 
f. a small low stand or table; stool 
g. between ourselves; confidentially 
h. a friendly understanding or agreement 
i. well-informed; up-to-date 
j. general effect; a united performance; 
a harmonious costume 
k. gay; cheerful; pleasant; courteous 
l. a gambling game in which the players 
bet on the turn of the wheel 
20. chi-chi 
21. entente 
22. b§~et 
m. way of speaking; talk; language 
cordiale n.man to whom a woman is engaged to be 
23. maitre dth8tel 
2~ .• 
25. 
26. 
27. 
. " soJ..ree 
... 
a propos 
cravat 
roulette 
28. unique 
29. faille 
30. eau de cologne 
31. tabouret 
32. commode 
33. 
34. 
35. 
trousseau 
beau 
belle 
36. motif 
37. mobile 
married 
o. a French castle; a large country house 
in France 
p. a soft, round woolen cap 
q. on the way --
r. an evening party or social gathering 
s. two together in private; a private 
conversation between two people 
t. having no like or equal; being the 
only one of its kind 
u. a beautiful woman or girl; the prettiest 
or most admired woman or girl 
v. woman who tries to attract men merely 
to please her vanity; flirt 
w. a bridets outfi~ of clothes, linen, etc. 
x. principal ideaor feature; distinctive 
figure in a design 
y. soft, ribbed silk or rayon cloth 
Possible Score 25 
Column III 
1. ------~-----
2. ------------
3. ------------
4. ------------
5. 
6. 
?. 
8 .. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22:. 
23 • 
24. 
25. 
Your Score 
{1 
LESSON IX: 
Word Study 
Toteach the words:--
1. ensemble 
2. pince,..,nez 
3 .. distingu~ 
4. d~bonair 
6. coquette 
13. entre nous 
7-
. / f1ance 
8. f" / 1ancee 
9. 11 ,... A tete-a-tete 
10. / blase 
ll. en route 
12. rendez-vous 
Study carefully the meanings and use of the words follow~ng:--
ensemble:--
pince-nez:--
di t . I s 1ngue:--
d~bonair:--
all the parts of a thing considered together; general 
effect; a complete harmonious costume 
Grace Kelly's ensemble was navy blue and pink. 
eye-glasses kept in place by a spring that pinches 
the nose 
Few people wear pince-nez now-a-days, for the new 
types of glasses are more attractive and far more 
comfbrtable. 
looking important or superior; distinguished 
Anthony Eden looks very distingu~ in his newspaper 
pictures .. 
gay, cheerful 
The debonair charm of a homely man can make him seem 
attractive. 
• 
b~te-noire:--
coquette:--
f . .l lance:--
f . I 1ancee: --
II " /1 tete-a-tete 
I' blase:--
en route:--
rendez-vous:--
entre nous:--
thing or person especially dreaded or detested 
Escorting his little sister to dancing school was Tom's 
b~te-noire. 
woman who tries to attract men merely to please her 
vanity; flirt 
Some men are highly amused by coquettes; others abhor 
them. 
man to Whom a woman is engaged to be married 
woman to whom a man is engaged to be married 
/ In the jewelry store was a couple, a fiance and his 
fianc~e, choosing their wedding rings. 
two together in private; a private conversation between 
two people 
They chose to leave the group and dine tgte-~-t~te. 
tired of pleasure; bored 
Her blas~ attitude had caused her to lose many friends. 
on the way 
En route to Mexico they ran into .a dust storm. 
an appointment or engagement to meet at a fixed time 
or place; meeting by agreement; a meeting place 
Their favorite rendez-vous was the library. 
between ourselves; confidentially 
Entre nous, I think Dr. Jones is a better doctor than 
Dr. Smith • 
• 
Read carefully the selection below for the meanings of the underlined 
words:--
The Easter parade on Fifth Avenue has often numbered as many as two 
million people. There are as many in new ensembles as there are casual 
observers without any Easter finery. In the passing throng, there are 
/ 
all types: men in top-hats and pince-~, looking very distingue and 
debonair, sporty types in tweeds and plaids as well as those in work 
clothes or uniforms of their trade or profession. It would be impossible 
to describe all the women and their hats (the bCte-noire of the men). 
There are the coquettes, smiling under wide-brimmed straws; those -who are 
/ ~ ~ A proudly wearing fiances on their arms and looking forward to a teve-~-tete; 
the sophisticated, blas~ ones ~~th never a change of expression, taking 
the avenue en route to a rendez-vous; girls walking aimlessly along, 
talking entre nous; as well as those who are entirely unaware that it is 
Easter. 
Exercise l 
Substitute the French cognate for the underlined words or expressions. 
Write the cognate in the right-hand column:--
Tom had an appointment with the girl he was 
to marry, but confidentially, he would have 
preferred to retire early that night. 
Wearing eye-glasses that pinch the nose, a 
jaunty hat and carrying a cane, he felt would 
:make him look distinguishe<i~ 
On the way to the auditorium the whole group 
looked bored • This attitude of theirs was the pet 
aversion of the director. 
Possible Score 10 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
B. 
9. --------------
10. -------------~ 
Your Score 
• 
Suggestions for Further Application 
Be on the qui vive for cognates in this lesson. 
these words that you have heard or read:--
1. 
2. 
Write sentences using 
3. ------------------------------------------------------------------
4. 
5. 
6. 
7- -------------------------------------------------------------------
8. 
9. ------------------------------------------------------------------
10. 
Possible Score 10 Your Score 
~I 
• 
LESSON X 
Word Study 
To teach the words:--
l. parlez-vous? 7· ch~teau 
2. parlance 8 .. chi-chi 
3. 
/ / demodee 9. entente cordiale 
4. / / declassee lO. / beret 
/l /\ ll. maitre d1hotel 5. au courant 
6. fleur-de-lis l2. / soiree 
l3. bouillabaisse 
Study carefully the meanings and use of the following words:--
parlez-vous? 
par lance:--
/ / demodee:--
do you speak? 
Anyone who has studied French a week knows the term, 
ParlBz-~ fran_?ais? 11 ' 
way of speaking; talk; language; diction 
In the parlance of the youngsters, 11He is nuts, 11 is a 
popular expression. 
(a) de, a prefix meaning do the opposite of; take away; 
away; off 
(b) mode, manner or way in which a thing is done; style 
The hoop skirt is no longer d:mod{e • 
• 
/ ' declasse:--
au courant:--
(a) de, (see no. Ja for prefix) 
(b) class, slang for excellence3 style 
/ "/ The horsehair sofa is nowdeclasse. 
well informed 
A current events class is au courant. 
fleur-de-lis:-- design or device used in heraldry representing a lily; 
the royal coat of arms of France 
chateau:--
c:h..i-chi: --
entente:--
The iris lily was the inspiration for the fleur-de-lis. 
a French castle; a large country house in France 
Some of the so-called cottages in Newport, Rhode Island, 
are chateaux. 
(slang) Chic, efficient and graceful, excellent 
The decor in the apartment was quite chi-chi. 
an understanding agreement between two or more govern-
ments; parties to an understanding 
nwithin twenty-two years the two powers., Britain and 
France had entered into an entente with each other in 
face of a new menace to both of them from Germany. 11 
Arnold J. Toynbee 
entente cordiale:--a friendly understanding or agreEment 
I beret:--
At Yalta, Churchill, Stalin, and Roosevelt had an 
entente cordiale. 
a soft round woolen cap 
/ The Girl Scouts wear a green beret • 
• 
II II 
maitre d'hotel:--butler, steward, a hotel manager; headwaiter 
I 
soiree:--
The ma~tre d'h8tel of a large seaside resort often 
earns more in tips than in salary. 
an evening party or social gathering 
/ One must wear formal dress to the Friday Soiree at the 
University. 
bouillabaisse:-- a highly seasoned French chowder; always of two kinds 
of fish 
The city of Marseille is famous for its bouillabaisse. 
Read carefully the selection below for the meanings of the underlined 
words:--
' l/ 11 0u est Le Suntan Oil de Ma Tante?tt-
'~e have been down to the white sands of Miami Beach to attend the 
opening of the Fontainebleau, a $l4,ooo,ooo hotel that seems destined 
to start a rash of parlez~vous where even Berlitz wouldn't suspect it. 
liThe vogue for French started by the Fontainebleau along the shores 
/ / / / 
of Neon-sur~er will render last year's animal kick demodee, declassee, 
and also dated. If you arenlt ~ courant, leave me tell you that a 
hypety-pupety motel called the Safari is recognized by a life-sized 
elephant on its lawn. • •• 11 (Several other hotels have an:i.mal motifs.) 
UBut this French flair should it take hold--Mon Dieu. People will 
be calling people 11mon vieux, 11 11ma petite chou, 11 and like that. Already 
there are more fleur-de-lis in the Fontainebleau than bois in the 2/ ---
Bois de Boulogne .- This royalist emblem runs up and down the trim 
ijHorace Sutton, n~ est le Suntan Oil de Ma Tante? 11 , The Saturday 
Review, (January 8, l9.55), Vol. XXXVIII, No. 2, p. 32-'3'4:" 
~/A park in Paris, the woods or forests of Boulogne. 
• 
njackets of the waiters in the Fleur-de-lis room. It ... 
11 0n hand to open the Fontainebleau of Miami Beach~ the largest 
ch~teau of chi-chi ever to be built on this reclaimed sandbar was 
Senator H. Pajot, the mayor of Fontainebleau, France. It ... 
"Despite the unseasonal California weather, there was no denying 
the entente cordiale that filled the air, put there no doubt by 
M. Leo Morrison~ the .American press agent who showed up in France's 
tricolor. ~ His shirt was white~ and he wore a blue beret pulled 
sharply over one bloodshot eye. 
11M. Pajot was taken in town by Rene Black, the famed maitre d 1 h~tel 
who spent twenty years· at the Waldorf carving Hoover's Thanksgiving 
/ 
turkey and tending the Duchess of Windsor's soirees -----Said the 
1\ 
mayor to the maitre, ••.•• , 1 0utside the building, very strong. But 
inside, his eyes bulged, bouillabaisse~ 1 11 
Exercise 1 
Read the following sentences carefully. If the underlined word is used 
correctly in the sentence put + in the right-hand column, if incorrectly -
1. The fleur-de-lis resembles an iris. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Dramatic clubs usually welcome contributions of 
" / clothes that are demodee. 
Bouillabaisse is a wonderful dessert. 
To be au courant, one must read current events. 
The chateau is situated on the Loire River. 
The soir~e took place from noon until 2 p.m. 
/ She wore her beret over her right arm • 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7-
I 
t5. 
8. 
lO. 
• 
II Jl 
The maitre d 1hotel is a charming woman. 
WE}aring plue jeans to class in New England is 
declassee. 
There is an entente cordiale between the local 
police and the state po]ice. 
Possible Score 10 
8. 
10. 
Your Score 
LESSON XI 
Word Study 
To teach the words:--
.,. 
l. a propos 10. tabouret 
2... cravat ll. commode 
3. roulette l2. trousseau 
4. unique l3. '"t. . ro J.sserJ.e 
5. wagon-lit 14. beau 
6. faille 15. belle 
7· toilet 16. motif 
8. eau de cologne 17. theme 
9. bouffant 18. mobile 
Study carefully the meanings and use of the following words:--
' a propos:--
cravat:--
roulette:--
fitting; opportunely; suitable; to the point 
He was a favorite after-dinner speaker as his remarks 
'-were always~ propos. 
necktie; neckcloth; scarf 
The difference between a tie and a cravat is usually 
the price. 
a ga..'rJlbling game in which the players bet on the turn 
of the wheel 
If you are a poor loser, don1 t play roulette. 
L7 
• 
• 
unique:--
wagon-lit:--
faille:--
toilet:--
having no like or equal; being the only one of its kind 
Her hats are, to say the least, unique. 
a French sleeping car 
A particular kind of train~case or a small overnight 
bag has the trade-mark Wagon-Lit. 
a soft, ribbed silk or rayon cloth 
The collars of men 1 s tuxedos are often made of faille. 
process of dressing; bathing, combing the hair and 
putting on one 1 s clothes 
An amazing amount of money is spent each year on toilet 
articles for men and women. 
eau de cologne:--a fragrant liquid, not so strong as perfume; a trade-
mark meaning water of Cologne, Germany. 
bouffant:--
tabouret: --
commode:--
It is more a propos for young girls to use Qologne 
than perfurne. 
puffed, stiff 
The popularity of the bouffant skirt or petticoat de-
lights the textile manufacturer. 
a small low stand or table; stool 
On the walnut tabouret was placed a large plant. 
chest of drawers; a stand in a bedroom to hold a wash-
basin, pitcher of water, and so forth 
An old-fashioned water pitcher and washbasin stood on 
the commode in the old farmhouse • 
• trousseau:-... 
"t· . ro lsserle:--
beau:--
belle:--
motif:--
theme:--
mobile:--
• 
a bride 1 s outfit of clothes5 linen 
She had bought her whole trousseau in Boston. 
an electrified roasting pan 
The most practical gift to the bride was a r~tisserie. 
a young man courting a young woman; suitor; lover 
Her latest beau was a college senior. 
a beautiful woman or girl; the prettiest or most admired 
woman or girl 
Although it is a clich~, no one minds being called the 
llbelle of the ball.n 
subject for development or treatment in art, literature, 
or music; a distinctive figure in a design 
Juniors always have difficulty deciding on a motif for 
the Promenade. 
topic, subject, composition 
The speaker 1 s themems ttintegration of Colored People. 11 
movable, easy to move; moving easily 
Mobile units of the Red Cross hurried to aid the unfor-
tunates in disaster areas • 
Read carefully the selection below for the meanings of the underlined 
wo;rds:--
Christmas Gift Suggestions 
Though we all enjoy shopping for Christmas gifts, we sometimes find 
' it difficult to purchase items which are ~ propos for some of those on 
our list. The New York HERALD TRIBUNE and the Boston HERALD of 
December 4, 1955 were full of all sorts of different suggestions which 
might be of help to you. 
For that hard-to-please man on your list, (big brother or Dad) why 
not a gay cravat, or a small roulette wheel for his Saturday night card 
friends? Does he travel? A really unique gift would be a wagon-lit_, 
the new overnight train case. Is he elegant, cosmopolitan, sophisticated? 
For him, a dark red velveteen smoking jacket with collar and cuffs of 
black faille. There are also 11man of the world-lyn toilet articles like 
after-shave lotion and eau de cologne. 
Do you have a little sister? Why not buy her a bouffant skirt· 
which 11 keeps its stiffness forever 11 ? 
Mother 1 s gift is alw.9:ys a problem, but furniture stores offer many 
suggestions. Although the prices here may be out of your range, perhaps 
Dad might take heed. A mahogany tabouret, an all~purpose commode_, a net.:r 
bed spread called 11Trousseau, 11 or as the paper suggests, 11Give the Queen 
of the kitchen a Black Angus Rgtisserie and dine royally ever after. 11 
For your best belle or beau why not a cashmere sweater? 
Does your aunt have everything? Why not give her a gift of time 
and energy by helping her with her Christmas d~cor? 11 Current collections 
of the American Artists Group show motifs in distinctive cards which m~ 
e 
be used as themes for home decoration.n Illustrations in the paper show 
a mobile arrangement of Christmas tree ornaments dangling from strings 
and another of cards to be attached to the wall. 
Do these suggestions help or are you more undecided than heretofore? 
Exercise 1 
Match the words of Column II with the word or words most closely associa-
ted to those of Column I by placing the letter of the word in the blank 
at the right:--
Column I Column II 
a. fabric l. \ a propos 
b. game 2. roulette 
c. beverage commode 
d. unusual eau de cologne 
e. handsome man 5. bouffant 
---------
f. girl friend 6. unique 
---------
g. toaster 7- r~tisserie 
---------
h. wedding outfit 8. trousseau 
---------
i. topic 9. cravat 
---------
j. oven 10 .. motif 
---------
k. luggage 11. belle 
---------
l. toilet water 12. theme 
---------
m. design 
n. tie 
o. bureau 
p. make-up 
q. crinoline 
r. suitable 
Possible Score 12 Your Score 
• 
Bonus 
Do you want to earn more points? Try these •-
The suffix ette means little, female, and substitute for: little, as in 
kitchenette; female, as in Paulette and suffragette; substitute for, 
as in leatherette. List as many other words as you can that bear this 
suffix:--
l. 
2. 
3. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
lO. 
Possible Score lO Your Score 
--
How Much Do You Know Alreaqy? 
Pre-Test IV 
Consider the definitions in ColUIJ'I.n II. Write the word from Column I which 
corresponds to it in the space following the definition~--
Column I Column II 
L attache a. simple in nature; like a child; artless 
2. liaison not sophisticated 
r~le b. a notable feat of strength, skill or in-3 .. 
4 .. 
5. 
6. 
charge d 1 affaire genuity; something clever or ingenious 
laissez-faire c. gruesome; horrible; ghastly 
bourgeois d. awlcward; clumsy; tactless 
7· 
8. 
coup e. a slight trace or flavor; very small 
coup d 1 ~tat amount 
9. camouflage f. trade; profession; kind of work for which 
10. 
11. 
renaissance one has special ability 
terrain g. an actor's part in a play; part played 
12. nuance 
13. metier 
14. milieu 
15. gauche 
16. bourgeoisie 
17. femme fatale 
J4 
18. naive 
19. soupqon 
20. macaore 
21. genre 
22. raconteur 
23 .. pirouette 
24. bizarre 
25. coterie 
26. repertoire 
27. premi8re 
28. courtier 
29. marionette 
30. connoisseur 
31. corps 
32. dilettante 
,t I' 33. protegee 
.. , 34. naivete 
35. ~lite 
36. farce 
3 7. pot-au-feu 
38. sortie 
.I 41. evacuee 
44. insouciance 
in real life 
h. a sense of union and of common interests 
and responsibilities in some group 
i. disguise; deception; give a false appear-
ance in order to conceal 
j. kind; sort; style· 
k. expert; critical judge 
1. a man clever in telling stories or 
anecdotes 
m. a sudden and decisive measure in politics, 
especially one effecting a sudden change 
of government illegally or by force 
n. person of the middle class; like the 
middle class; ordinary 
o. a small doll made to imitate persons and 
animals and moved by strings or the hands 
p. land; tract of land; its extent and 
natural features 
q. surroundings, ---erivironment 
r. principle of letting people do as they 
please 
s. the choice or distinguished part; the 
best people 
t. lover of the fine arts; person who fol-
lows some art or science as an amusement 
39. ~clat 
42. sombre 
4o. esprit de corps 
43. tour de force 
Colunm III 
l .. ------------
2. ------------
3. 
4 .. 
5. 
6. ------------
7. ------------
8. ------------
9. 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
20. 
• 
• 
l. 
2. 
_3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7-
8. 
9. 
lO. 
ll. 
12. 
l3. 
14. 
l5. 
16. 
lB. 
20. 
22. 
24. 
26. 
28. 
30. 
32. 
34. 
36. 
38. 
40. 
42. 
44. 
Column I Column II 
/ 
attache u. odd; queer; fantastic; grotesque 
liaison v. freedom from care or anxiety; carefree 
rSle feeling 
" --charge d1 affaire w.person under the protection and care 
laissez-faire of another 
bourgeois x. shade of expression; meaning; feeling; 
coup 1 
coup d 1 etat 
camouflage 
renaissance 
terrain 
nuance 
m~tier 
milieu 
gauche 
bowgeoisie 
naive 
macabre 
raconteur 
bizarre 
repertoire 
courtier 
connoisseur 
dilettante 
~~ ~ 
naivete 
farce 
sortie 
esprit de corps 
sombre 
insouciance 
shade of color or tone 
y. the list of plays, operas, parts, pieces 
that a company, an actor or a singer, is 
prepared to perform 
Possible Score 25 
17. femme fatale 
lft. soup_yon 
21. genre 
23. pirouette 
25. coterie 
27. .... premere 
29. marionette 
31. corps 
33. I ; protegee 
35. Eflite 
37. pot-au-feu 
39. eclat 
41. 
, 
evacuee 
43. tour de force 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
C ohtnLn. III 
25. ------------
Your Score 
LESSON XII 
Word Study 
To teach the words:--
/ 1. attache 7· bourgeoisie 
2. liaison 8. coup 
3. r~e 9. / coup d'etat 
4. I charge d'affaires 10. camouflage 
5. laissez-faire 11. terrain 
6. bourgeois 12. renaissance 
Study carefully the meaDings and use of the following words:--
I 
attache:--
liaison:--
r~e:--
person belonging to the official staff of an ambassador 
or minister to a foreign country 
Clare Boothe Luce 1 s attacht arrived, briefcase in hand~ 
ready for work. 
connection between parts of an army to secure proper 
cooperation; in speaking French_, joining a usually 
silent final consonant to a follovdng word that begins 
with a vowel or mute h. 
The liaison officer was a former student here. 
an actor's part in a play; part played in real life 
Tom played the rgle of Cutln!!.an in Christopher Fry's 
11The Boy with a Cart,. n 
I 
charge d'affaires:-- official who takes the place of an ambassador, 
minister, or other diplomat 
/ Choosing a charge d 1affaires after the death of the 
.rumbassador was a difficult task. 
laissez-faire:-- of or based on the principle of letting people do as 
they please; absence of regulation and interference by 
bourgeois:--
bourgeoisie:-~ 
a gover~Jnent in trade, business, or industry, and so forth 
The laissez-faire attitude of both parents brought their 
son to grief-.----
person of the middle class; of the middle class; like 
the middle class; ordinary 
Her taste in furniture is very bourgeois • 
people of the middle class .• 
Had you lived in Europe in the middle ages, in which 
class would you have preferred to be a member--the 
proletariat·, the bourgeoisie or the aristocracy? 
coup:-- a sudden and brilliant action; unexpected; clever move; 
master stroke 
/ 
coup d'etat:-- a sudden and decisive measur~ in politics, especially 
camouflage:--
terrain:--
one effecting a change of government illegally or by 
force 
/ A coup d'etat ended the dictatorship in Bolivia. 
disguise, deception; in warfare, give a false appear-
ance to deceive the enemy 
land; tract of land, especially considered as to its 
extent and natural features in relation to its use in 
warfare 
Marines wore camouflage of brown and green, resembling 
the terrain of the islands. 
• 
renaissance:-- revival, new pirth 
Renaissance:-- the great revival of art and learning in Europe during 
the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 
Right now, we are having a renaissance of great interest 
in foreign cars. 
Read carefully the selection below for the meanings of the underlined worrls:--
Musings of a Career Diplomat 
He had majored in government and fore:i.:gn affairs in college. His 
experience in the diplomatic corps had been wide and varied. Service as 
military attach~, liaison officer, and minor r8les at embassies had 
/ helped to win him this new appointment as charge d 1 affaires. For the 
most part his policy had been one of laissez-fairs. This time, he felt 
sure, he 1-vould have to be more aggressive. Normally his sympathies lay 
.with the bourgeois, having been at one time one of the bourgeoisie 
/ himself. Now, after the great coup d 1 etat in this country, he would 
have to camouflage his real. feelings to be in tune 1v.ith those of his 
government in this affair. Perhaps, he thought a renaissance was to 
take place in himself as well as in the country • 
Exercise 1 
From the following cog~tes, select the appropriate word or words that 
belong in the blank of each sentence that follows. Identify the word 
by placing the correct letter of the words in the list in the column 
at the right : --
I 
a. attache f. bourgeois 
b. liaison g. bourgeoisie 
r~e / c. h. coup d'etat 
I d. charge d'affaires i. camouflage 
e. laissez-faire j. renaissance 
1. A naval officer and an army officer are appointed 
to our embassies as ----- in time of war. 
2. Playing the ----- of Juliet is no mean task. 
3 • John Foster Dulles is an excellent example to any 
young man hoping one day to be a -----. 
4. Having a ----- income and a champagne appetite, 
he could never make ends meet. 
). It took a -----to oust Juan Peron from Argentina. 
6. At one time the policy of our Government in 
business was -----; now the policy is to assist 
the small businessman as much as possible. 
7. Television has effected a----- in entertaining 
at home in this decade. 
8. The bank teller was able to -----his error for a 
long period of time. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
8. 
Possible Score 8 Your Score 
-· 
•• 
LFSSON XIII 
Word Study 
To teach the words : --
•• l. nuance (s) 7. naive 
2. / 8. metier soupcon 
J. milieu 9. macabre 
4. tour de force 10. genre 
;;. gauche 11. raconteur 
6. femme fatale 12. raconteuse 
13. technique 
Stuqy caref~ the meaningsand use of the following words:--
nuance:--
/t. me J.er:--
milieu:--
shade of expression; meaning; feeling; shade of color 
or tone 
11The unclouded moon of Italy lighting up the li1llestone 
rocks produces just a nuance of green ivory. 11 
Macauley 
trade, profession, kind of ·work for which one has 
special ability 
As a craftsman of fine furniture, no one could surpass 
him. in his m§tier. 
surroundings; environment 
Take him out of·his milieu, and he's like a fish out of 
water • 
---
tour de force:-- a notable feat or strength or skill or ingenuity; some-
thing done that is merely clever or ingenious 
gauche:--
MYstery stories require a tour de force to make them 
interesting. 
awkward, clumsy, tactless 
It was extremely gauche for her to criticize the speaker 
when he was within hearing distance. 
femme fatale:-- an extraordinarily charming woman 
" naive:--
macabre:--
genre:--
raconteuse:--
raconteur:--
Marilyn Monroe often plays the part of a femme fatale in 
the movies .• 
simple in nature; like a child; artless; not sophisticated 
Although she had led a sophisticated life, she seemed 
naive. 
a slight taste or flavor; very small amount 
With a soupcon of garlic, many a dish has been enhanced. 
v 
gruesome, horrible, ghastly 
Charles Addams is a master of the macabre cartoons often 
seen in current magazines. 
kind, sort, style 
Would that the United States had a diplomat of the genre 
of Churchill ~ 
a woman clever in telling stories, anecdotes 
a man with the same ability 
Alexander Woolcott was probably one of the finest 
raconteurs in .America. 
--·-
technique:-- method or way of performing the mechanical details of 
an art; technical skill 
His technique on the basketball court is unexcelled; 
he rarely misses a basket. 
Read carefully the following selection for the meanings of the underlined 
words:--
l/ 
11Best Sellers and the Oriticsu-
rtFrom her forebears Miss DuMaurier has inherited the art of telling 
a good story, which she has developed to an extraordinary degree by the 
rigorous discipline of the writer. From the doings of her family and 
of the theatrical world in which she grew up, she has absorbed not only 
the nuances which frequently give texture to her writing but also con-
siderable story material. 11 •••• 
liThe world of her novels is an escape world. She herself is an 
unblushing roma.11ticist who, having recognized her m~tier, usually has 
kept to it.n •••• 
liHer novels fall roughly into two categories. The smaller number 
portrays a generally contemporary but artificial world which at times 
bears a strong resemblance to the bohemian milieu of her youth; the 
much larger number take the reader into the remote world of romantic 
fiction. 11 •••• 
IIREBEOOA (1938) is a tour de force in which a theme already worn 
by time and many users is given new life, the theme of a shy and gauche 
second wife haunted by the ghostly presence of the first, beautiful and 
clever.n •••• 
lta Tourette Stockwell, 11 Best Sellers and the Criticsj1 (A Case History) 
ENGLISH JOURNAL, Vol. XLIV, No. 1, January 1955, p. 10-17. 
~I 
---
11RACHEL (1952) is pure formula--an Italian femme fatale, a sinister 
Italian, two naively susceptible Englishmen, and a mysterious death, 
about which the book's end leaves both the surviving Englishman and the 
reader still guessing, all enhanced with a souppon of period flavoring. 
But its suspense is hypnotic and few readers would lay it down 
unfinished.n •••• 
11To Miss DuMaurier' s dramatic instinct can also be attributed her 
marked gift for writing good dialogue. This helps to expedite the 
narrative and give to it reality and verve. However, it is the macabre 
quality of her imagination directing her skill as story teller which also 
hypnotizes the reader's attention. Romantic fiction probably satisfies 
more readers than any other genre. 11 
"At her best she entertains superbly.. Her facility as a raconteuse, 
her skill in building up dramatic suspense, .the fertility of her inven-
tion in creating characters who live adventurously and love unconvention-
ally (but never with shoddy eroticism), all these appeal overwhelmingly 
to the average reader looking for a temporary escape from the perils of 
this mortal life •11 • • • • nBut art goes beyond the immediate interest and 
satisfaction of the uncritical reader. Virtuosity and literary 
technique alone cannot produce a work of art •11 
--
Exercise l 
In the following exercise fill in the blanlc at the right with the most 
appropriate word or expression:--
l. Although the carpenter and the cabinet maker use the same materials 
in their -----, the finished products of each are quite different. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
n£tier 
meter 
method 
2. If you heard someone say, 11The nuances in his reading of the poem 
were extremely delicate., 11 you would know that 
a. the reading was poor 
b. it was done with great feeling and expression 
c. his voice was weak ----------------
3 • If you were told that a certain man were gauche, you would know 
that he was 
a. poor 
b. gentlemanly 
c. awkward 
4. If you were told to wear a macabre costume to a Masquerade Ball, 
you would appear as 
a. a shepherd 
b. a skeleton 
c. a cowboy 
5. Whom would you prefer to hear as a raconteuse? 
a. Ethel Barrymore 
b. Charles Laughton 
c. Maurice Evans 
6. The femme fatale is universal, but where might one be least likely 
to meet her? 
a. in the movies 
b. in novels 
c. in a hospital 
7. In baseball the technique of pitching 
a. is easily developed 
b. comes naturally 
c. takes hours of practice 
---
8. If you were told that a man was happy in a:r:ry milieu, you would 
know that he was 
a. illiterate 
b. wealthy 
c. friendly 
9. Bacon is the originator of a genre of essay. Is he the 
a. author of a book of essays 
b. author of a type of essay 
c. author of a given number of essays 
10. If you were told that the lemonade needed a soupJon of sugar, 
would it need 
a. a very small amount 
b. a great deal 
c • a spoonful 
Possible Score 10 Your Score 
-·· 
LESSON XIV 
Word Study 
To teach the words:--
1. pirouette 9. courtier 
2. arabesque 10~ marionette 
J. troupe 11. connoisseur 
4. bizarre 12. corps 
5. coterie 13 .. dilettante 
6. repertoire J.4. maladroit 
7. premi~re 15. " I protegee 
8. pointe 16. 
;-Jr / 
naivete 
Study carefully the meanings and use of the following:--
pirouette~--
arabesque:--
troupe:--
a whirling about on one f,oot or on the toes, as in 
dancing 
The young child did a pirouette in front of the family 
to show the width of her skirt • 
fancy_; fanciful ornamentation grouping; arry artistic 
pose supported on one foot, the free leg usually 
extended backward; balance and poise are required for 
doing arabesque 
11She was in love, and the mockingbirds threw out 
arabesques of sounds • 11~/ 
troop; band or company; especially a group of actors, 
singers, or acrobats 
The troupe performed for several charities. 
~/Agnes DeMille, Dance to the Piper, Little, Brown & Co., Boston, 1951. 
--
bizarre:--
coterie:--
repertoire:--
·' prelTIJ..ere:--
pointe:--
courtier:--
marionette:--
odd~ queer~ fantastic~ grotesque 
Tribal customs of primitive peoples strike moderns as 
being rather bizarre. 
set or circle of acquaintances; group of people who 
often meet socially 
High school students form coteries which sometime last 
a lifetime. 
the list of plays, operas, parts, pieces, and so forth~ 
that a company~ an actor~ a musician~ or a singer is 
prepared to perform 
HThe repertoire (of the Com~die Fran_s:aise) is so immense 
that it could give a completely different program ever.y 
day for five years .nl:/ 
first; a first public performance; the leading woman 
The premi~re danseuse of the New York ballet is 
Maria Tallchief. 
point; toes; to point with the toes; implies a raising 
of the foot from the floor before placing it in the 
point position 
One of the first lessons in dancing is to learn a 
pointe. 
person often present at the court of a king~ prince, and 
so forth; court attendant 
The Duke of Edinburgh has many courtiers. 
a small doll made to imitate persons or ahimals and moved 
by strings or the hands 
Children love marionette and puppet shows. 
~I 
connoisse:ur~--
corps:--
dilettante:--
maladroit:--
expert, critical judge 
A gourmet is a connoisseur of fine foods·. 
a group of people organized for working together 
The action of the corps de ballet in Agnes DeMille's 
11Fall River Legend11 was rhythmically perfect. 
lover of the fine arts; person who follows some art 
or science as an amusement or in a trifling way 
Though a dilettante in music, he was no dabbler in art. 
unsk:i.TI.i'ul, awkw~rd~ clumsy 
His remarks at the meeting were so maladroit they made 
others squirm. 
/ I 
protege - e:-- person under the care or protection of another 
Jl ; 
naivete:--
I / / I' 
The music director has both a protegee and a protege 
this year. 
quality of being naive; unspoiled freshness; artless;· 
not sophisticated 
f/ / 
The charm of a teen-ager girl lies in her naivete. 
Read carefully the selection below for meanings of underlined words: 
Ballet 
The ballet has taken its rightful place in the entertainment world 
in the United States. Men, as well as women, flock to it and enjoy the 
pirouettes and arabesques ?f the performers. Musical comedy, both in 
the theatre and on film, has its share of it. Remember !!Oklahoma, tt 
HNew Faces, tt and HCarouseltt? Great stars of ballet have performed on 
television and have '};Wakened new appetites;c;among people who were 
--
entirely unfamiliar with this medium of entertainment. Ingenious directors 
have put ballet to work for them. In order to amke the science of genetics 
comprehensible, choreographer, John Butler, on 11Adventuren for C. B.S. 
Television. got together a troupe of ten ballet dancers dressed up a~ 
chromosomes with bizarre headpieces to represent the different physical 
1/ 
traits transmitted through heredity. An article in LOOK- tells us of 
a basketball coach who hired ballet masters to teach his team the prin-
ciples of ballet in order to improve their balance, poise, and perform-
ance on the basketball court. 
It is small wonder that when the Sadler1 s Wells Ballet of London 
returned to New York this year for the fourth time, it was heralded 
throughout the country and attracted a large coterie of idolaters. 
2/ 
· ttit brought with it a repertoire of ballets reaching to a wide public."-
Margot Fonteyn, the premi~re danseuse, was the epitome of a wonderful 
make-believe world. As the Sleeping Beauty 11She stands stock-still on 
21 
one pointe and accepts a rose from four courtiers, one after the other.u 
Young ballerina, Nadia Nerina, danced like a flirtatious marionette. 
Agnes DeMille, a real connoisseur, has done much to popularize 
ballet in musical comedies, movies, and television. In her book 
Dance to the Piper she tells why the work is so strenuous for the members 
of the corps de ballet, when she stopped being a dilettante, how she did 
.f / things maladroit and uncouth, as well as to whom she was a protegee, of 
''." I her nalvete, and of her eventual success. Her book is a modern histor.r 
of ballet and a fascinating one for those who have acquired an interest 
in it. 
1/Look 18:80 2 December 28, 1954. 
2/Time, September 26, 1955, Vol. LXVI, No. 13 
~/Ibid 
_·.e- Exercise l 
Place the letter of the definition in Column I that best explains each 
cognate in Column II in the blank provided at the right of each word. 
The first one is done for you as a sample:--
Column I Column II 
a~ court attendant l. maladroit ----~--~--
b. a group of players 2. pirouette 
---------.....,; 
c. list of plays 3 .. marionette 
----------
d. student 4. connoiss_eur --------..-~ 
e. expert, critical judge 5. corps 
----------
f. awkward, clumsy 6. . ' prenuere 
----------
g. a twirling about ?. repertoire 
----------
h. queer, fantastic 8. courtier 
----------
i. an opening night 9· 
, / 
naivete 
----------
j • a group of people 1-vorking lO. bizarre 
----------
k. a doll ll. troupe 
____ ...... _____ 
l. simplicity of spirit 
m. social group 
Possible Score lO Your Score 
--· Bonus 
Do you want to earn more points? Try these;--
According to the Thorndike-Barnhart High School Dictionary, the word 
element mal means bad or badly5 poor or poorly as in the words 
malnutrition and maltreat 
1. List as ma:ny words as you can which begin with mal. (Words beginning 
with male will score against you as they are Latin and not French 
cognates. 
2 • Who is Mrs • l'1alaprop? 
3. What characteristics does she have? Illustrate. 
40 
--
4. How did Sheridan manufacture such a name? 
5. What is a malapropism? 
Possible Score Your Score 
• 
nl 
e-
LESSON XV 
Word Study 
To teach the words:--
l .. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
de luxe 
/ . 
elJ.te 
farce 
l/ 
macabre-
). / outre 
6. par excellence 
7- pot-au-feu 
8. sortie 
Study carefully the meanings and use of the following words:--
de luxe:--
~lite:--
farce:--
macabre:--
of exceptionally good quality; elegant 
There is a de luxe edition of Moliere, bound in red 
leather. 
the choice or distinguished part; the best people 
Only the ~lite will be invited to the receptions for 
Queen Elizabeth and Premier Mendes-France. 
play intended merely to make people laugh; full of 
ridiculous happenings, absurd actions, and improbable 
situations 
The sortie by the Air Corps was a farce. 
gruesome, horrible, ghastly 
Charles Addams is a master of the macabre cartoons 
often seen in current magazines. 
1/See Lesson XIII 
---
; 
outre:-- passing the bounds of what is considered proper; 
eccentric; bizarre 
From the blurb on the Salvador Dali book, one might 
consider Dali a little outr~ because the ends of his 
moustache are pointed upward to his eyes. 
par excellence:- beyond comparison; above all others of the same sort 
pot-au-feu:--
sortie:--
The illuminated manuscripts were adorned, par 
excellence, by the monks. 
beef boiled with carrots; broth of this 
/ The chef at the cafe made an excellent pot-au-feu. 
a sudden attack by troops from a defensive position; 
a single round-trip of an aircraft against the enemy. 
At one time the term, sortie, was used almost exclu-
sively by the military. 
Read the selection below carefully for the meanings of the underlined 
words:--
1/ 
Evelyn Waugh-
'~en blurb writers are caroling the praises of some newly emerged 
maestro of sophisticated farce, they can seldom resist the temptation of 
comparing him to "the early Evelyn Waugh. 11 Despite the fact that 
BRIDESHEAD fu.,"-'VISITED--which introduces the 11later11 or llserious 11 Evelyn 
Waugh--has sold many more copies in the United States than all of 
Waugh's other books put together, his name, at least among the literar,y-
minded, is still most apt to evoke a singular brand of comic genius • 
He is, par excellence, an example of the artist who has created a world 
peculiarly his own." •••• 
l/Charles R. Rolo, UEvelyn Waugh: The Best and the Worst, 11 The Atlantic 
Toctober 1954), Vol. 194, No. 4, p. 80-86. 
-· 
ttThere are few contemporary writers of the first rank whose imagina-
tion runs to such appalling and macabre inventions as Waugh' s does .n •••• 
11The hero of BLACK MISCHIEF, after feasting with savages on a delicious 
pot-au-feu, learns that he had just eaten his recent mistress, Prudence, 
daughter of the British Minister. THE LOVED ONE focuses with a bland 
and relentless fascination on every detail in the preparation of 
cadavers for burial by a de luxe establishment in southern California. 
11Crazy accident_; cannibalism; cadavers~ / They are merely outre 
symbols of the theme, often explicitely stated, which underlies all of 
Waugh's work--that our twentieth-century civilization is a decaying co:rpse. 11 
liHe (Waugh) was sent to Lancing, one of England's less fashionable 
public schools, and from there he won a scholarship to one of Oxford1 s 
decidedly less fashionable colleges. At Oxford, however, his wit, good 
looks, and resolute preference for the ~lite carried him into the company 
to which he aspired. 11 •••• 
nwaugh is now settled at Piers Court in a secluded part of 
Gloucestershire, from which he occasionally makes sorties to his London 
1/ 
Clubs. 11 •••• -
~/Op. Cit. Charles R. Rolo 
Ex:ercise l 
Match the following words by placing the letter of the word of ColuwJl I 
in the blank beside the words of Column II:--
Column I Column II 
a. horrible farce l. 
----------
b. first rate par excellence 2. 
----------
c. skeleton macabre 3. 
----------
d. elegant pot-au-feu 4. __ ..... _______ 
e. nonsense cadavers 5. 
----------
f. birds de luxe 6. 
----------
g. comedy / outre 7-
----------
h. select part / . 8. ellte 
----------
i. visits sorties 9. 
----------
j. extravagant 
k. stew 
l. distant 
Possible Score 9 Your Score 
----
Bonus 
Do you want to earn more points? Try these:--
1. What word or words explain the meaning of farce? 
2. What word or words would you substitute for the expression 
par excellence? 
3. What word or words in the paragraph indicate a meaning for macabre? 
4. What worq or words indicate that ;pot-au~feu is something to eat? 
5. What word or words hint as to the meaning of cadaver? 
a. b. 
6. A. Outr~ describes the word 11 symbolstt in the paragraph. What are 
the ttSymbols 11 of the theme? 
B. What adjective would you use to describe the same words? 
a. 
b. 
7. The word ~lite is used in this selection as a noun. Rewrite the 
sentence using the word ~lite as an adjective. 
8. The use of the words 11Gloucestershire11 and 11 London11 hint toi a mean-
ing for the word sorties. Give an approximate synonym for the 
word sortie. 
Possible Score 10 Your Score 
_, 
LESSON XVI 
Word Study 
To teach the words:--
/ 
1. eclat 4. insouciance 
2. esprit de corps 
( J. evacuee 
5. sombre 
1/ 
6. tour de force-
Study carefully the meanings and use of the following words:--
/ 
eclat:-- a brilliant success; fame; glory; burst of applause or 
approval 
The football team was welcomed by the town with great 
_. 
eclat after the victory. 
esprit de corps:- a sense of union and of common interests and responsi-
bilities in some group 
/ 
evacuee:--
insouciance:--
Every Marine will tell you that there is more esprit 
de corps in the Marine Corps than there is in any 
other branch of the armed services. 
one who is removed to a place of greater safety 
During the hurricane many municipal buildings were 
/ 
centers for evacuees. 
freedom from care or anxiety; carefree feeling 
What insouciance was displayed after the long and 
tedious examination! 
~/See Lesson XIII 
-· 
·-
Final Test - Part IV 
Consider the definitions in Column IL Write the word from Column I which 
corresponds to it in the space following the definition.--
Column I 
l. tour de force 
I 2. attache 
3. sombre 
4. liaison 
5. insouciance 
6. rBle 
/ 
evacuee 
Column II 
-- the list of playsJ operasJ partsJ pieces that 
a companyJ an actorJ or a singer is prepared 
Column III 
to perform 76. 
simple in nature; like a child; artless not 
sophisticated 77. 
a notable feat of strengthJ skill or ingenu-
7-
8. 
9. 
lO. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
l9. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35-
36. 
charg~ d 1affaire--
esprit de corps 
laissez-faire 
eclat 
ity; something clever or ingenious 78. 
shade of expression; meaning; feeling; 
shade of color or tone 
-- person under the protection and care of 
another 
79. 
80. 
8l. 
37-
38. 
39. 
bourgeois 
sortie 
coup 
pot-au-feu 
coup d' ~tat 
farce 
camouflage 
elite 
re~ais~ance 
naivete 
terrain 
" / protegee 
nuance 
dilettant 
metier 
corps 
milieu 
connoisseur 
gauche 
marionette 
bourgeoisie 
courtier 
femme fatale 
. ' pre!lllere 
" naive 
repertoire 
soup_s:on 
coterie 
40. macabre 
4l. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
bizarre 
genre 
pirouette 
raconteur 
-~ gruesome; horrible; ghastly 
freedom from care or anxiety; carefree 
feeling 
awkward; clumsy; tactless 
odd; queer; fantastic; grotesque 
a slight traceor flavor; very small 
amount 
-- lover of the fine arts; person who follows 
some art or science as an amusement 
-- trade; profession; kind of work for which 
one has special ability 
-- the choice or distinguished part; the 
best people 
--an actor's part in a play; part played in 
real life 
-- principle of letting people do as they 
please 
a sense of union and of common interests 
and responsibilities 
surroundings,-ellvironment 
disguise; deception; give a false appear-
ance in order to conceal 
-- land; tract of land; its extent and 
natural features 
kind; sort; style 
a small doll made to imitate persons and 
animals and moved by strings or the hands 
expert; critical judge 
-- person of the middle class; like the 
middle class; ordinary 
a man clever in telling stories or 
anecdotes 
a sudden and decisive measure in politics 
especially one effecting a sudden change 
of government illegally or by force 
Possible Score lOO 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
98. 
99. 
lOO. ------------
Your Score 
,~ 
--
ANSWER KEY 
Pre-Tests 
I II III IV 
/ n 
l. consonnne l. opaque l. re*dez-vous l. naive 
2. atelier 2. cort~ge 2. maitre d 1 h~tel 2. tour de force / blas~ 3. entree 3. riposte 3. 3. macabre 
4. chauvinism 4. lieu 4. fleur-de-lis 4. gauche 5. demi tasse 5. qui v:}ve 5. b~te-noire 5. soup~on 
6. couturier 6. r~sque 6. tabouret 6. m6'tier 
7· 
/ 7. poignant 7. entre nous 7. r2le expose 
8. ~ la carte 8. finesse 8. entente cordiale 8. esprit de corps 
9. glamour 9. largesse 9. au courant 9 • camouflage 
10. gourmand 10. coiffure 10. ensemble 10. genre 
ll. vogue ll. pique ll. d~bonair ll. connoisseur 
12. facile 12. nonchalant 12. roulette 12. raconteur 
13. carte du jour 13. I . 13. parlance 13. I reg~e coup d'etat 
14. meringue 14. savant 14. r I 14. bourgeoisie ~ance 
15. argot 15. clich~ 15. ch}teau 15. marionette 
16. connne il faut 16. feint 16. beret 16. terrain 
17. do~t 17. chagrin 17. en route 17. milieu I 18. cafe 18. accoutre 18. soiree 18. laissez-faire 
19. hauteur 19. savoir faire 19. t~te-a-t£te 19. ~lite 
20. gourmet 20. faux pas 20. unique 20. dilettante 
2l. table d 1 h~te 2l. chic 21. belle 21. bizarre 
22. entrepreneur 22. II I 22. coquette 22. insouciance melee 
23. chaise longue 23. impasse 23. trousseau 23. prot§g6'e 
24. hors d 1 oeuvre 24. penchant 24. motif 24. nuance 
25. parfait 25. bon bon 25. faille 25. repertoire 
101 
.. e-
ANSWER KEY 
Final Test 
Part I Part II Part III Part IV 
1. parfait/ 1. bon bon 1. faille l. re~ertoire 
2. consomme 2. opaque 2. rendez-vous 2. naive 
3. hors d 1 oeuvres 3. penchant 3. moxif 3. tour de force 
4. atelier 4. cortege 4. maitre d 1 h~tel 4. nuance 
5. chai'1e longue 5. impasse 5. trousseau 5. ,1· , / protegee 6. entree 6. riposte 6. blase 6. macabre 
7. entrepreneur 7· mgl~e 7. coquette 7- insouciance 
8. chauvinism 8. lieu 8. fleur-de-lis 8. gauche 
9. table d 1h8te 9. chic 9. belle 9. bizarre 
10. demi tasse 10. qui vive 10. b~te-noire 10. soup~ on 
ll .. gourmet ll. faux :gas ll .. unique ll. dile tante 
12. couturier 12. . I 12. tabouret 12. m~tier rJ.sque 
13. hauteur 13. savoir faire 13. Ill ... ~ 13. ~lite tete-a-te e 
14. / 14. poignant 14. entre nous 14. r~e exp9se 
15. cafe 15. accoutre 15. . I 15. laissez-faire soJ.ree 
16. ala carte 16. finesse 16. entente cordialel6. esprit de corps 
17. dormant 17 .. chagrin 17. en route 17. milieu 
18. ·glamour 18. largesse 18. au courant 18 • camouflage 
19. · comme il faut 19. feint 19. b~ret 19. terrain 
20. gourmand 20. coiffure 20. ensemble 20. genre 
21. argot 21. cliche' 21 .. chB.teau 21~ marionette 
22. vogue 22. pique 22. d'ebonair 22. connoisseur 
23. meringue 23. savant 23. fiance' 23. bourgeoisie 
24. facile 24. nonchalant 24. roulette 24. raconteur 
25. carte du jour 25. / . 25. parlance 25. coup d 1 etat regJ.me 
•• 1? 
• 
• 
A 
ala 
.i la carte 
\ 
a la mode 
' a propos 
absinthe 
* accoutre' 
arabesque 
~~ 
argot 
atelier 
I 
attache 
t-r.~ au couran 
B 
bandeau 
bas-relief 
beau 
belle 
b~ret 
bllt . * e e-no1.re 
bizarre* 
/ blase 
bon bon 
boudoir 
MASTER WORD LIST 
boui'fant 
b "11 b . ~PA-01ll a a1.sse 
bouillon 
boulevard 
bourgeoisie 
/ 
cafe 
c 
camoui'lage 
. "** carte ¢l.u JOUr 
* chagrin 
chaise 
chaise longue 
charg~ d'affaires 
crfateau 
chauvinism 
chauvinist* 
chi-chi** 
chic 
chignon 
/ 
cliche 
clientele 
coiffure 
comme il faut 
cmmnode 
connoisseur1~ 
/ 
consomme 
coquette 
corps 
'- * cortege 
t . * co er1.e 
coup 
/-
coup d 1 etat 
courtier 
couturier 
cravat 
culottes 
D 
d~bonair 
/ /~A-declasse 
/ 
decor 
de luxe 
demi tasse 
/ /7H*" demode 
* 
Included in How to Prepare for College Entrance Examinations 
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·.:'l! 
.e 
dilettante* 
I 
distingue 
dormant7t 
E 
eau de cologne 
~clair 
/ 
eclat 
~lite 
** en garde' 
en route 
ensemble 
entente cordiale 
I 
entree 
entre nous 
entrepreneur* 
.! I "'-" 
epee'"' 
esprit de corps* 
-ette 
~tude 
/ 
evacuee 
expos~ 
F 
facile* 
faille 
farce 
* faux pas 
feint* 
fermne fatale~-?E-
f . / lance 
I fiancee 
f . ?E-lnesse 
fleur-de-lis 
G 
gauche 
genre 
glamour 
-,'\-gourmand 
gourmet7t-
H 
hauteur 
hors d 1 oeuvre 
I 
• -}t 
:unpasse 
insouciance 
L 
laissez-faire 
largesse1~ 
liaison 
1 . * leu 
lingerie 
M 
mademoiselle 
maitre d 1 h~tel* 
mal-
maladroit 
marionette 
meringue 
m~tier 
milieu 
mobile* 
motif* 
N 
#I 
naive 
,, /.>t 
naivete' 
nonchalant 
* Included in How to Prepare for College Entrance FLx:aminations 
** Not in Thorndike • Barnhart Dictionary 
• 
nuance 
0 
opaque* 
I 
outre 
p 
par excellence 
parfait 
parlance 
** parlez-vous 
penchant* 
pendant* 
pique~~" 
pince-nez 
pirouette 
poignant* 
pointe*''E-
t f m'E-po -au- eu 
. " premere 
promenade 
/ '* protege 
/ I* protegee 
Q 
quay~~ 
qui vive* 
R 
raconteur 
~HE­
raconteuse 
I • * reg1.me 
renaissance 
* rendez-vous 
. I 
repartee 
repertoire 
riposte 
/ 
risque* 
r6'le 
r'6tiss erie ~E-
roulette 
s 
sabre 
salon 
f 'd~E­sang- ro1. 
savant~E-
. f . * savo1.r- a1.re 
·w l't~n'E-wagon- 1. 
seigneur 
. " so1.ree 
sombre 
sortie 
soup~ on* 
T 
table d 1 h~te 
tabouret 
technique 
terrain 
A. ..... It tete-a-tete 
theme 
toilet 
touch~** 
tour de force 
trenchant* 
troupe 
trousseau 
u 
unique~!-
v 
~E­
vogue 
* Included in How to Prepare for College Entrance Examinations 
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